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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

ed. She and hir hustaii
here v.hen he father
Sst urdey.- They reside in
-eh
••••
rthia Ann Gallon was born
rary 6 to Mr. and
lige Curtis Gailiion, Routs
, Murray. The braby weigh.
int p eindi at birth.
and Mrs. Alen Truman
anneurice the birsh
ger, Met s ea Annette,
ary )7. at the Murray Half
welshing
nicht
peer, !i
ounce-. The Bucys
1 Syeam..,re

I

Plaque Is Given
To Stove Plant

il

ILORED SOLITAIRE

Others From

$27.50 to $1000

r

t you get
U pay!

he diamond you
you pay is how
t value. Your tan

suaranteed here.

Vanguartils
Ready To Fly
CAPE •CANAVERAL. Fla. Ili
—The Naify Vanguard rocket
was reported "in the best shape
ester" today for launching with
e tiny test satellite in its nose.
But officials of the Navy and
the Martin Co. which builds
the slender rocket, did not say
NM- se/hen tenni -expected to send
the Vanguard aloft a third time
carrying a 6.4-inch moon.
"Minor technical difficulties"
that brought postplanement of
Friday's Vanguard launching. attempt .apparently had been _re,
medied. But other last minute
troubles could crop up to again
delay the shoot.
Bad weather also could hold
up the Vanguard launching until
next week. The forecast ter
today was for scattered showers
and broken clouds over the
launching site.- But winds—always re Problem—were expected
to be only moderate,
-We feel we're in the best
shape we have ever been in,"
one Vanguard source said Friday
night.
But this did not mean Navy
men consider chances higher for
putting the grapefruit - sized
satellite in orbit with the Army's
Explorer I and the Russian Sputnik II. The recketeers are interested primarily this time in
seeing their 72-foot rocket ,fly
successfully — or finding out
why it does not.

Murray Hospital
Fridge's complete record follows:
Census

49

Atkilt Beds
65
o
Patients Admitted
2
Pat i eats Dismissed ... 0
Nese Citizene
0

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXIX No. 58

58 More Parking Meters Will Be
Installed,Streets Are StOied

Nihilists admitted from Wednesday 11:a.m. to Friday 9:30 a.m.
general manager of the Murray
Mrs. L. G. Tubbs and baby
Manufacturing Company, A. B.
•
Gilbentsviele; Mrs. Joshua
Ritzenthaler, vice - president of
Tatters end baby girl, Route '
1 2,
the T a ppan Company,- • Don
Fa rm mete n; A. G. Coyle, Rot, 1;
Sharpe. general 5ales manager,
Mrs Edward Wiser and baby
C. W. Wilson, director of merteiy. Rt. 2; Mrs. John °Venial
chandising, George Condos, diand baby boy, Rt. 2, Benton;
rector of advertising, and other
Mrs Raleigh Henson and baby
lint officials and sales repreThe city council ,last night salesmen. heron the P. F. Collier
girl, Hincreei
Drive, Benton;
sentatives.
Mayor ,Holmes Ellis. Company anpreeched the counsuthorized
Names
Genaki
Murcesek,
Rt,
that
I,
Churchill told the group
to
perrinseion
requesting
the cheinnan of the greet com- cil
Lynn Grove, Joe Pet Mc-Ca/ion,
in 1890 the N.C.8iSt.L. Railroad
mittee and rh-e chterman of the canseees :he city, door to door,
Rt. 1, Lynn Greve; J T West,
came to Murray and the populapolice ci mrnitsee to purchase -70 :o sell enelyeirspedias. The counRe
1, Lynn Greve; Harvey
Alen at that time was 1300. In
parking meters, 58 _of which will cil epee:vett their- request, but
Pretchett, Dexter; Mrs. E. B.
1923 Murray State College came
reetein
b4).).
Brandon.- _EU, 4, Feemingtere
-Murray- anel the- -pursulation
regrieticris as *to whom would
vs:thin the city.
Maw Fronts Mae Parker, 415
had grown to 3800.
It e-as recommended by the be present in the home when
No. 15th St.; Mrs, Ben Csain, Rt.
In 1946, he contineed, the
council that Dour meters be in- they called. The council remind2; Mrs. Owen Cunneen. College
Tappan Stove Compapy came
they would
stalled on • Seeth Fourth Street ed the ealesmen
Stated, Mrs. Hoe( Cleaver, Jr.,
to Murray and the population
tolerete
'hit sspresaure"
not
Swann
Grocery
south
of
just
7500.
to
grown
and
baby
had
girl,
Rt.
1,
city
Almo;
the
of
and eleven misters across . the seleng, or Thebadgering Of coins..
Master Robert James Ward, 404
Now, in 1958. Churchill said,
.
s'.rect in (rent of the Baptist !CV-WT.5.
No. 12th,St.; W. H. Pace, 409
our population has grown to
LAHR
RAYMOND
By
the
attended
Rue Overbey
"ihtaroh.
So. ind St., Heyde Moe Mrs.
10.000.
over
Correspondent
United Press Staff
On the South ede if tag m-eelthg argt msnited the counindustry, factories have
Other
Dearer.
WASHINGTON. Mar, 8 eh '—
Maple Street four meters will cil on beheld ,of the Murray
contributed to the 'program of
vles Bridges. (fl-N.H.)
Sen.
Company f o r
Patients hernia/aid from Mardi
be installed across the greet Ma negate or;
and community'. he
town
the
predicted today the aderit nese re fr en the used car lot, and also their cceperaticn 'in rnalring the
but none more than the
said,
5, 1958 to March 7, 1958:
hen %VT)l cti,ksse next week
on Fag Maple 'Series- from the sales meeting this week a sue
three mentioned. Churchill told
pn to etee UV public works
- Criss. Albert Crider was also at
funeral to me.
Mrs, Joe Carson, 1500 Sycathe group that the plant hed
ri another move to
sPvciding
Meters will be inigtolled froth the mee:.ng and presented Mamore; Master Smedley.
meant much to the economical
eit er the recession.
the Lrgiset Building on Wee yor Obis wPth $41.00 tor thee -Model, Tenn.; Mies Vicki Lynn
life of "our community." "Your
Bridireg. chairmen of the Sen- personnel have meant much to
Maple back towards the Amer* p olio fund wheel was doristed
Roberts,
1706
Farmer;
Mrs.
ate Republ'oan Policy Commit- our church life and social life."
too meet the meters already in- by Phi 'ales free at the pare.
Houston Lax, Rt. 2, Hazel; John
Joe Berry appeared.. before
tee. said President Eisenhower
suet/ad. They will ale) be metalthe group that
Churchill
C. MoCletion. Hiciunen; Muster
pnbiable will feel GOP congres- the plant had -enade great progled across the street in the game the csouncil requeaing that curKevin Barley, 402 No. 17th; Mrs.
eiena/ leaders Modest of plans ress and that the city gloried
rent poiec.es held by his inr:ur,lecatien.
Elias Bailey a is d baby girt,
FIGLICOPTIS FLEXES MUSCLES-A giant HR-2-S helicopter is
re- with them in this progress. He
for (wereena ting h lethwey
On Seuth Filth Street meters ance firm be renewed. T h e
Model. Tenn.; Mrs. Will Thornbird, during a demonstrashown lifting an H-U-S type v h
and
perhaps other expressed the hope that progress
cleentation
will be !notated frixn the medi- c,uncil approved.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. TAR — ton and baby en, 1621 Hamiltion by the U.S. Marine Corps Air Group 26 at New River, N C.
The' miik onderience• emceed its
public works projects.
cal building to the corner
in the future would exceed that Animal
ton,
Miss
Dora
Schroeder,
607
trainer P a t Anthony.
Senate Reputshean Leader of the past.
F.!'h and Poplar. They will also second reading and is now law.
Pine.
Mrs
Edwin
Vance.
Rt.
1,
whose arm was chewed and
w a 3
ordinance
specif.es
the
node nd
F
Wieharn
be placed in fent of •tre Meth - The
He told the group that the
clawed by a lioness Miring his Alma; Mr Orville Jenkins, Rt.
av
i
avenue ,uf butterfat in whet
!scheduled to hive breakfast' with
Tappan Company had favored
oe.et Church.
5;
Jame.
T.
Jenneen.
513
So.
circus act friday salttie weuld
itt
at the White ad siergy by moving here and
the President
On .cer h Ft% ureters wall may be **tied milk for gate in
Ws. Charles
KMarnan,
- 1 oreate
La hew .4kt
°cite'iniph•Tfat!Off he • leished
;1,,a...r lt... rnr,rni4 at. TherT.• ._.
he inetailled fnen Shreat Meat the city.
2111mplif Mrs. Rex-. Denelson and
' lioness sprang rie t h
plaque.
The neincil authorized Meyor
Marks to Walnut Street: On
• dlartrias the adrinnestration's ()WV to present them with the
braid -shouldered ex -paratrooper baby girl, Rt. 6, Meta Atnehe
Churchill 'hen presented MT.
. North Third meters will be Elie to boner up .to $35,000
elan: and proposals pending in
as he was completing his matinee Lovett. 1405 West Main; Robert
plaque
the city as needed, to pay
he c<Arnitraltirat the Kyle with the plaque The
Congress
paced from along side of Beale f
act and threw him to the ground Burkett; Mrs. Darrell L,Arida rt
presented was a substitute. since
Ffar'dware te the a!ley . Other. current bills. The city will start
economic stump.
There were no injuries in an
aria baby girt, 413 fee 5th, Mrs.
before
a
startled,
screaming
apdithe real plaque will be of cast
vote in town will have meters receiving inourne frem taxes in
Democrats Increase Pressure
aertumobile accident lain nigeit
Robert Cook and baby girl.
ence of 5,000 persons.
May, ai, vereeh time the money
ingialeed as the need arises.
Bridges' prediction came ail bronze and will not be ready for
Wigs Tracy Lynn Burns, involving ears driven by Robert
The cat ripped his claws into •
Over $19.000
Senate Democreite. under Major- about one week. , , was
received can be repaid. uf Murray a n d State
Anthony's left arm and closed College Station. Mrs. Wm, D.
Speeding on 12th end 16th
frem perking meters last year.
ity Leader Lyndon B John:one
The inecreitein on the .phigue his teeth around his foreerne Spencer. 205 W edit&%en. Miss Trooper Guy Turner. acme:ling
The condition of the streets streets, and the enfercemen', of
leaders/rip. . stepped up pressure is res flollows:
The 35-year old forener movie Mary Kate Bailey, 902 Ghee; to reports this morning
was ate) dtacu Avcd laal night. the city stcker ordinance was
on Eiserthenver for greeter pubTrooper Turner tend he was
stuntman twisted the animal's Mrs. Gueden Ragsdale. Rot. 6;
In Appreciation
Councilman ten Groin rep,irt- ale) chscueeed.
lic works spending and drove
head with his right arm and Mrs Matte Cravekird. 309 No. driving weet on Syramore Street
The council voted to Ales,/
broke free as the crowd yelled 12th, Miss Jane Shoemaker, Rt, on his way to teazel kee night
erir col ck Senate apernwel of
to the
Cortney Starks narrowly es- el a tetal ef 2150 kneel feet of
anti-recession housing. highway
4; Matt Morris, 409 No. &h.; when he attempted to pass a caped screen injury this morn- streets in need of repair since Rob Hide, Superintendent of the
Murray Manufacturing Com- and came to its feet.
He was rushed to general MM. Edgar Smith and baby 1949 Chevrolet driven by Rob- ing when his oar ran into the he heavy freezes of several Murray Water and Sewer Ss•sand harm measures.
pany and its Personnel
tem, to attend the Arreirloan
hospital where a doctor sutured girl, Re. 3; Mrs. Ernare Paschall, ert Smite Turner gaid the ear engine et a train at the croseing weeks ago.
tThe .Defense Department, in"
For their outstanding and ex- several
deep cuts .on his arm.
Secteennere Street from 12th to Waterworks Association convenWrcis
going slowly
a letter to Johnson Friday, said
v.-hen he Just aJutt of Murray on the
Murray Rex; Herne,
emplary community spirit, their
Ilith Street has 1440 feet of tion in Deese. Texas on April
gounded his horn and puttied in- New Concord host-ay
it hog ordered a "mere than 50
unselfish attitud.. and their ever
street Oa: will need repairing. 20-25. It was seised that the
to the left lane to paes.
per cent" increase in major
Cohen
Stubto
Sheriff
He
which
present support of projects
Al the %erne time Smith made blefield he waa driving his car. About 143 feet on Vine beesveen mayor and water a n d sewer
military precuPPM ere and contend to make Murray a better
a left turn into his drive on 'a 1949 Nee.h. into rsturray when Irvin and "Weiorilkand wilt need cernrnittee -not attend the curtserve ion spending during the
community,
Sycamore, according to Turner be saw the train approacteng repair Payne Street from 7th vention.
first half of this year to help
We, the citizens of Murray,
The
courted • approved
the
Turner gad Smith ga e ne sig- the cr ening ahead
weir the economy.
nen At to 8th Pats about 560 fete'
present this plaque.
nal to turn. and Ise he was he appreadh to the bridge, he akiphalt that will need repairing. raiz:nig .4 the water and sewer
The. lert t er, write eh by Deputy
Grogan said that about 755 refund agreement from $45,000
unable to r.v..4 tutting the left said he tried to step. but was
Defense Secretary Dionaki A.
Both Mr lityle and Mr. Reside ef Ire car.
Ceiarles. also said:
arratde to ,,in hate to avoid tut- feet can be repaired by patch- too $60.000. The cies now . has
renthaler thanked t h e group
Te._ extent 1 damages to the ting the train. Stubblefieki said ing, but the remainder will have $38.000 of this agreement now
—,Work is being speeded on warmly for the presentation and
Ohrerelet were not known this hie car se ruck midway of the to be done with a paving ma- on force. Under this system a
450 million dollars worth of de- expressed their great appreciasub-division owner . puts up the
:r rr:ree. but Turner eaid $300 engine and - was tfkown over.
chine.
fense Tonneructi on projects in tion.
FRANKFORT 1 — The De- the collision by moving to
water and
The council approved action tepee' to extend
areas with heavy unemployment.
Attending the ceremony _from
Starks had a knet on his heed
the te $400 was clone to the cruiser
ii. was driving.
Defenie crficiale !raid this alone Murray were Ronald Churchill, partment of Public Safety report other lane.
:and said his side hurt a little. to have thie repair work dene sewer lines. and Ls repaid by
The areidere occurred at near Other than that, he SU 9!a ned as quickly as tensible when the the city as the 9ub-cliviaJn is
should mean 45,000 new jobs. L. D. Miller, and Hiram Tucker. on the Feb 28 Floyd County
—Derossett was talking :o
Today is the final day of school bus disaster which took Isaac Vanderpool, 17, Emma. Ky., he intersected of 8th and Syca- no apparent
net counting employes w.rking
injuries, Sheriff weather breaks James BiWing- perm Paled.
Hendon's Service Station refor
me nullaet rers
producing the sales meeting of the Tappan 27 lives showed conflicting testi- a survivor just before the acci- more greets; about 10:00 p.m Stubblefield sent him to t h e hin apd his son, Rex Behrtgeon,
Company, with the present group mony regarding the last time dent. Derossett w a s drowned .A91, night.
materials for the projects.
Murras- ehripitel for s.bserva- were both commended by Mayer ceived the bid for two tires for
the
bus
was inspected for mech- along with 26 students
Eller fort, their job iri keeping the police car.
returning to their homes this
tion.
Inc00000 Work, Not Cott
being
anical defects.
taken to Prestonsburg schools.
—The department le looking afternoon.
The eng,neer of the NC St S4. the streets in good retitle durThe group in Murray today
L. freight train was S. W Wil- ing the winter moratts and the
LORDS APPROVE POLICY
into the posethilety of gapping
Bryant Derosett, 24, Prestons- Some 21 pupils escaped from
period renewing the bad freezes.
tip work on corteruction projects is from the far west.
1 isms.
burg. said in the report released the vehicle.
This week Murray has enter- late Friday
Jerome J. Hoffman, Lexington,
The council also approved
already underway in unernpisiyLONDON I
—The House of
that his brother,
motion to have the city prepare Lords _Thuraday night rejeoted
TWO RIVERS. Wis. le —
men; areas "svithlout increasing tained over one hundred Tappan John A. Derossett, 27, driver of Who was in an automobile behind
from
the
representatives
sales
the
bus
said
he
etreets
saw the brake Railroad workmen today began
for paving and Ist the opposition (Laborite) objections
rho, total cost to the governthe bus, told him a day before
entire United States. Monday the accident that
property eveners pay for the to „Britain's defense policy by a
ment."
mechanics at lights of the wrecker go on a mammoth effort to retrieve
was in
a
group
Tuesday
and
but
did
not
see the bus brake a run-away train that was jetalpha*. Mayor Elhs told the vote of 94 to 25 The defeat of
The department could give no
the Floyd County Board
of
the eastern section
tisoned into Lake Michigan by
council that due to the b a d the opposition was followed by
eserna te of the total nourribee-ed.- Murray from
Education gaerige...r e f used to
natroTe Wednesday and service the
of
the
Hoffman said he was some a mystery engineer.
Mrs J T. 'Millie"- Paul. age' conditien of the streets, caused were vote approval of a motion
new jobs that wouki be created
bus Feb. 24
Thursday a group was here
The
meanwhile, joined 80. passed awlay' .suddenly from by the rsoweges of this winter. expressing - confidence in goes
Derosett said his brother did 1,500 feet behind the bus and
by all phases of this program.
.
from the mid-western seotion
not mention any mechanical de- thought it had "plenty of room farces with police in checking a heart attack Friday miming the cite orsuid not part icipaie ernment policy. The House of
The Labor Del-miters-Fr
reand Friday and today, a group fects but had
"missing person" lists to deter- it 10,15 at the home of her in a paving perverse except sin Cernmenrs
ported workers applying for untaken the bus to get around the wrecker."
voted
approval
of
from the far west. In addition in for a routine
Hoffman said he thought the mine the identity of the "ghost" dia ugh;er, Mrs A. 0 Wriods on the &hove basis. ,
check.
employment benefits rose by
goivernment petits • in a previous
efficiaLs from the Mansfield plant
George F. Allen, Maytowre an bus would stop Irene reaching engineer who ran the nine-car Route 5, Mornay She had been
A
group
uf
137.800 on the week ended Feb.
enelyclepertie debate.
have been in Murray for the employe
of the garage testified, the river and had cleared. equip- freight through t w o sleeping in hiking health fer the peg
22 to 3.268,000.
week.
entire
ment
from
towns
the
and
front
seal
of
sent
it
hurtling
into
rrairghs.
however,
that
the
bus was servThis was the greatest number
Officials, of the plant have
his car in preparation to taking the lake.
9heis eurvived by one daughof jobless to receive payments the people of Murray arid Canoe iced two days before the accisome of the injured to the
A diver returned from several ter, Mrs. A. 0. %Weide Murray.
dent.
since the prognarn eta rted in been lavish in their praise of
hospital. When he looked up visits to the muddy depths, un- Re. 5; one foster son, Oanl
Hoke,
1938. Ffiewever. the number of way County, who have received
Public Safety Commissioner again the bus was in the water. able to break through the tangled Rt. I, /eine', two
!sisters. Mrs
workers covered by u nemPloy- he out of town visitors so Don S. Sturgill said
The front axle was torn off wreckage of the 125-ton switch George Lathan,
the report
Detroit, Mich.,
b'enefires
hes
mere
increased hospitably.
showed that the brakes on 'the the bus in bringing it out of engine and report whether a Mrs.
Leland
Usher, Mayfield,
p/greatly gince then.
bus were not applied either the river but the brake lining man lay dead in the cockpit.
and five gnandchildiren.
PRIVATE PLANES SURVEYED before or following the , impact and wheel cylinder were in
The eerie rider began early
She was a member of the
with an automobile wrecker on "good condition," the report add- Friday morning when the crew
IVfu rna y First Moth diet Oriu reh.
The U.S. 23 which caused the bus ed.
WASHINGTON
ill+
—
of the Chicago and North WestThe funereal will be cs inducted
Civil Aeronautics Administration to plunge down a 50-foot emSeven bodies of children ern Railway train left for lunch
tl send que.t.ionneires to 7,500 bankment into the Big Sandy drowned in the accident still at Manitowoc. About 15 minutes Sunday afternoon a: 2 p.m. at
.the J
Churchill Funeral
aircraft owners for a survey of River.
have not been recovered.
later, the train moved out of
Hiorne with Rev. Paul Lyles,
Plying
in
business
and
industry
It
further
the
showed
Floyd
that
yards,
"no
County
Judge
Henry
slowly
eat
first,
but
Sy UNITED PRESS
during 1957. The survey will effort was made to regain con- Stumbo, co-chairman of t he gathering speed as it rolled across Lloyd Wilson and Billie, Hurt
&wee irig.
cover 12 per cent of the priv- trol" of the vehicle after it search committee, said that the five miles of switching track.
Seerthweirt Kentucky —Cloudy, ately owned planes other than collided with the
There will be short service at
search would be continued.
Its light off, its siren silent,
wrecker.
windy and ode with oceadonal gdheddled aircraft in the United
The report addede
Some 264 National Guardsmen the train thundered by 20 cross- ,the Chapel HMI Base gt Church
rein today and tonight High to- States
—Neither the weaTher nor road from Louisvill4 are due to go ings and cannonballed through tin Gravest County and burial
day 45, low tonight 36. Sunday
conditions created any obstruc- to Floyd County Sunday to re- two towns. By this time, wit- will be in the Chapel 11111 comecloudy and cool with rain endtion to the driver's view.
place more than 500 Guardsmen nesses said, it was "rumbling t cry.
INITIATION PLANNED
WHERE, OH WHERE — Twenty-four hours after Explorer II
Active pallbearers will be Ray
ing.
—The driver of the wrecker who have been helping in the like an earthquake." Tearing
blasted off inte the murky sky over Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
The Murray Star checker No. gave a proper hand signal while search this week.
through the steel gates of the R099, Jesee Joshnson, Paul Rogthese savants await some indication of what became of the huge
ers,
Weber
Dyer,
Some 5:30 ant. temperatures: 433 OES will have an initiation slowing down prior to the colArm
Vance
The reli•f Guardsmen are -Reiss Coal Co. dock, the train
missile In the group, whiter finally heard .their Jupiter-C had
35, service Tuesday evening, March lision.
30, Lotsisvi We
Covington
members of the 198th Field powered across a cast - iron end Conley Crass.
failed, are ti -m r.)
KUM Debug., Dr. Wernher Non Braun,
Friends may cell at the 7: B.
11
in
the
reedge
Hall
41,
Lekington
36,
—The
Green
Howling
left lac• of" the highway Artillery Battalion — under the bumper at the end of the track
All members are urged to at- was clear of approaching traffic command of Lt. Col. Robert and plunged another 60 feet into Chun:hill Funeral Hume unttl
Maj. Gen. J. B. Medaris and Dr. Froelich.
Lonckon 38 and IfispkintiviLle 41.
the funeral hour,
tend.
and the bus could have avoided Goetzman, Louisville
the lake.
(International Soundphoto)
Eve reeve]e, Id., 37.
Manufacturing
Murray
The
Company was presented with a
plaque trim, the citizens of Murray by; a group of -Murrayans
yesterday. The presentation was
made by Ronald W. Churchill,
president of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce.
The presentation was made in
the tweeters.* al-- Verne-- -Kyle,
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IN OUR 79th YEAR
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Five Years Ago Today
'EDGER & TIMES

Wall Akin

Flut

The bid of Hal Perry. general contractor of Benton.
Kentueky,.was accepted last night at a call meeting of
the City Board of Education at 7:30 for the completion
.
of Murray High School.,
Mrs. *.I F. -Gregory. age S3, passed away Tuesday
morning at 2:30 at the home of her niece on Mtiritr,Route One. Mrs. Gregory was the wife of Elder- R. F.
Gregory. who preceded her in death,_
All SAM
Only nieces and nephews are among the survivors.
Robert A. PeluSi, from the home office of Winslow 1ies. Al Lopez of the Chicago
Engineering Comp'any — in Oakland. California, was a White Sox and Birdie Tebbetts
f the Cincinnati Redlegs are
visitor in Murray during this week.
ether managers whose early
Eugene Robertson. a sophomore in Kirksey High plans have been badly disrupted
School. was selected bx. the Supervised Farmnig. Coma by inclement weather The net
mittee as having the outsta.ndingsfarming program of result Of it all has been a rash
all classes. Epgene is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James of minor ailments that'll be forgotten in July but are. proving
Robertson. of near Kirksey. Jack Bryan has been in Wichita. Kansas, this week mighty frustrating to the eagerattending a heating and air-conditioning school offered bees era' now.
Tigise's -chief -concern over thehy the University of Wichita' in cooperation With the
oelay is that he hasn't ye: been
-Coleman Cometany. Inc.
able to introduce Billy Marin
as the Tigers' shortstop and

•

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
This week'!• sales on Murray's dark fired tobacco
market brought the..total for the season to .9,041,255
pounds. The groicers have received a total of .82.552.321.65 for a season's average. uf $28.23 per hundred
pounds,
Miss Barbara .Jo Walker is featured in the current
issue of Look Magazine.,The occasion k her attendance
of the Methodist Youth Conference lnevetand the first
of the year.
Prentice Lasititer. Superintendent of County Schools,
announced this morning that he has received a check
for $12.306.12 to be used as supplemental pay for.teachers in the county school system. .
The Brewers *edmen qualified to defend their regional title here last night with a 73-34 victory over the
Sharpe Green Devils.Mrs. W. I'. Reherte attended the Mid-South Gift and
Jewelry Show in Memphis March 1-4.

•

20 Years Ago This Week
LEDGER

TIMES FILE

•

.... •
looney Herm
Kuenn as *heir new
Hart
cereerfielder. and Lopez is aned because the White Sox
haven't been able to take batting
practice since Saturday.
The pennant - winning Milwaukee Braves and New York
Yankees at least. repriced progress in the contract-signing department although
he world
champtens seem no closer to
..n agreement saith World Series
hero LeV: Burdett,.
The Braves announced that
pechers Bob Buhl (18-7) and
Gene Conley (9-9) had signed.
But Burdette. threeTtime victor
ever the Yankees in the Series.
remained unsigned e'er an hour
and 15-minute conference with
General Manager John Quinn
lie i beireeeti asking for $40,000,
about twice his 1957 salary.
Swokron. Signs
Firs'-baseman Bill Skowron

eassreelled

the Los Angeles Dodgers' squad
morning a n d
afternoon..
Into
groups.
Frank Baumann. 220 - pound
bonus lefty: flashed fine form
in Boston Red Sox' drill. Yankee
Manager Casey Stengel said he
hopes Norm Siebern will win
the regular left field job so
Elston Howerd can become fulltime understudy to catcher Yogi
Berra.

TOURNEY

FIELD

SET

LOUISVILLE, Ky. .114 — The
four-team field was complete
today for the annual Bluegrass
Holiday Basketball Tournament
Dec. 11-20 at the Kentuc_ky State
Fairgrounds Coliseum, Notre
Dame agreed Monday to join
North Carolina, Illinois and the
host team from the University
of Louisville in the tourney.
SWANSON A FATHER
FORT • MYERS. Flo. -IP —
Pitcher Art Swanson of the
Pittsburgh 'Pirates has extra incentive for making good this
season. His wife gave birth to
a nine-pound, three-ounce daughter. Laurie Sue, Monday at
New Orleans.

KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
TOURNAMENT RESULTS
UNITED PRESS
1s5 at Fulton
Fulton 60 Clinton Central 51
Carlisle Co. 78' Fulton Cu. 70
2nd at Paducah
Ballard Memorial 65
e---Peduca et St. Mary's 62 (op
311ti at Wingo
S)msonia 60 Wingo 58
4th at Murray
Benton 66 New Concord 53
Norjh Marshall 83 Kirksey, 40
5th at Fredonia
Crittenden Co. 64 Trigg Co. 46 Caldwell Co. 73 L).:.n Co. 36
6th at Madisonville
Dalton 88 Rosenwald 63
S. Hopkins 69 Dawson Spring 115
7th at Hopkinsvilie
Crofton a Hop. Attucks 42 2 ot)
8th at Elkton
Todd Co 69. Todd. C -Trng 56
9th at Providience
Rosewald 44 Sleugeters 42
Dixon 58 Sebree 50
10th at Handarson
Henderson County 80
Henderson City 54
Douglass SS St Agnes 46
Ilth at Bremen
Calhoun 64 Sac!amen o 34
12th at Owensboro

Thieves Tuesday night broke into the Murray High
School building and escaped with six brand new Underwood typewriters valued at approximately 8659. school
Officials announced Wednesday.
•
Thomas Banks, owner of the Superiod Laundry. and
Dry Cleaning establishment here, announced the purchase of Redden" Cleaners., an estatrlishment which has
flourished since last fall.
•
In a skating contest -sponsored Saturday night at
Jimmie Mill's new hating rink on Main -Street. Miss Jo
Neale ?tits selected as the best girl skater and Gene-Patterson as the best boy skater.
• Mrs. Cora Hartley of Paducah hautpurchased • the
Blue Bird Cafe of. Claude Brown. Mrs. Eartley has been
in the restaurant lel-inee, several years in 'Providence .B1 Tim moRIARTY
United Press Sports Writer
and Paducah.
Mn.. Minerva Ann Fulton. 77: died Tuesday from a
Doret teen whisper tthe name
'chronic lung ailment at We home of her son. Van Ful- Nebraska today 'to any basketton, near Kirksey.
ball-minded citizen of the state
Misses Frances Sexton, Marglierette Holcomb and of Kansas.
Dorothy Robertson attended the Nelson Eddy corii:eit in
Still 'flushed by their upset
Nashville, Saturday,
victory. over Kansas only nine

By

GOLFERS ADDED
NEW YORK IP —A.'G Spalding Bros. nave added Roberto
de VieCt:IZ0, Jack Fleck a n d
ming Bob Gsalby, a f•ierner
Unlvererty it 1.11kniots
rutback. to their
o,nsu.4ant
Ilse They join a group v. hich
includes such ,..stars as Ed DidCry, A. Raid.r&g, Jerry Barber,
D n January, Shelly Nlayf,eld,
Mike Turnesa and Al Watrous,
arer,lig others.

Osseneleau 46 Utica 44
Das less County 84
Owensboro Cathodic 95 13th at Lewisport
,
Breckinridge County 82
Meade County 59
14th at Canityville
Caneyville 66 Butler County 53
15th at Beaver Dam
acme!
. Dare 82 Centertow n 43
Hartford 62 Fordsville 32
16th at Muhlenberg Central
Muhleriberg Cent. 68
Greenville 58
Central City 83
Drakesboro Community 62

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK IP — This could
be the last trip down ,he big
league pike for some of the eld
heroes.
• Time's a'svastin' for many of
those who have writtee years
of baseball headlines. Not 1111
of them will bow out on this
spin of the wheel but some
of them are
ibisi-an to fall by
the wayside this season.
They are the ones who are in
the forty-ish brigade, those who
are either crowding or pas/ an
age - which is' the other side
of the baseball hill.
The senior member is Country
Slaughter of the Yankees, who,
42 next month, still shows no
sign 61 packing it in. And right
on tits heels in--ttre-- 4t- bracket
ate Mucry Dickson of the A's
and Sal Maglie of the Yankees.
. Ream In Comeback
Nobody's calling 41 the end
for Ted Williams, who, will be
40 in August, but it's a brittle
age where anything that goes
wrong could spell the finish.
And Hank Sauer, at 39, doesn't
have too much longer at the

top,

fhere are a host of them in
the
'brie-Stet. .Theie -include
Early Wynn, Dixie Howell and
Gerry Staley of the White Sox,
Bob Lemon and Jim Vernon
of the Indians. and Jim Began
of Detroit. They're at an age
when any day could be the.
last.
Yet, a young feller who will
be. 39 in August, looks like
he's heading for a "comeback"
:his season which could keep
him on the scene for another
couple of years at a youngeter's
position.
that's PeeWee Reese of the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
RAY FEINTS
Listed At Third
The little captain seemed, before spring training started, to
be in more difficulty than a
trumpet player with loose dentures. He hurt his back last
season, was shunted over to third
base and batted a lowly .229.
When the squad reported, he
was listed as just one of five
third base candidates, and no:
the top WIC at that.
With rookie Dick Gray, a
power-hitter from St. Paul, ready
for duty at third, this freed
Ray Robinson
Reese. And the little man with
GREEN WoOD LAKE, N
Y.
1r — Roy Robinson. after a the lifetunt .270 batting mark
Is making a determined drive
one-day layoff froM his :raining
to recapture his long-time pest.
chores because ciL business commitments, worked on a "new
"I'm working harder than ever
move" Friday in his preparations before." says the Little Colonel
?or champion Carmen Basilio, "This could be my last time
whom he meets in a title bout around If I'm no: ready and,
at Chicago March .45. Robinson well, I'm going to be ready."
called his "new move" a body
Baring injury, he'll be , back
feint followed with. -0.- _!eft jab. at :he same old._ stand. But
The former middleweight king kow long he and the 'Others
fooled one iif his sparmates with at the dangerouS age sari go
the technique.
on, only time will tell.

Nebraska Upsets Kansas And Kansas State Within Week

•

•

Have You Read The Want Ads?

•
iN11•••••••••••••

r

L

I.

Dale & Stubblefield Drug
PRESCRIPTIONS

days ago. tht Cornhuskers produced another shocker Monday
night by knocking if! top-ranked
Kansas State. S5-48. :at Lincoln,
Neb.
It wasa.the Wildcats' first de.feat in their' last 12 Animist and
only their second setback in
.0 cornetts this lessen. What's
more, it could cost them the
regrular-season . national chame
n the coaci-s frtl.
_

Their
.ballots in the final United, and an automatic berth in the Oklahoma State;
54-53. It was
Press ratings next week.
NCAA Tournament.
the Cowboqe iffth setback since
Slowdown Tactics Successful
Arizona (Tempe) State edged they accepted a bid to the NCAA
Nebraska used the same n10W- Atizona, 78-76, to clinch the-tfournament.
down tactics that proved so' Border Conference title and a 1, Red Murrell set three records
successful against Kansas in end- berth in the NCAAshindig. while Is he closed out his collegiate
:ng State's winning streak Bob Oregon State remained in the career with a 51-point effort
Boozer kept the Wildcats within _running for the Pacific Coast that carried Drake to an 86-87
hailing distance in the first half Conference crown by whipping overtime victory over Houston.
Murrell's 51 points, his season
by scoring their first 13 points. Washington State. .69731.
total of 668 and his career total
However, he fouled fiat: with
Bardley Wins
of 1.667 were new highwater
minutes to play' and' State
Bradley celebrated its accept- marks'for an
Iowa major ceellege'
never caught up.
ance of a bid to defend its player.
Indiana tied Michigan State title in the Ndlional,. levitation
In other major game*:
for first place in the Big Ten Tournament by ciwning Wichita.'M,erriweat her scored 25 points
C..nference by defeating Illinois, 85-80, with the help -of a 36- in helping,Purdue down" *Iowa,
96-86
The Hoosiers and the point barrage by Sheltie Mc 65-59; Michigan rolled to a 72-65
Sparans will meet at East Lanetriumph os e r Wisconsin. and
mg Saturday in a lessedown
A last-second bask,. by Rich Iowa State downed Oklahoma.
fr 'he conference chrimpieroh.p Rogers enabled St Louis to edge 66-55.
•
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SPORTS
PARADE

NEW YORK: Harold Comes,
1281-2, Providence, H. I., oil:pointed Ike Chestnut, 130, New
Y,irk 110).

tonight in the MSC sports arena. Eighteen fouls were called . ea
North Marshall had an easy North Marshall as compared
road to the finals as the Jets 15 fir Kirksey.
Jeffrey, who attends all the
defeated itirksey 83-40 but the
Benton Indians had to fight for tournaments held here at Munoz
their life in slipping past New and all the college games
Concord 66-53 in a hard fought addition to numerous high school
contests, provides both ..the local
contest hist night
Benton opened Up the game press and the radio station with
with an 8-2 lead but watched his accurate statistics. Bill
New Concord close :he gap to an unusual chart of his own
three points, 14-11, at the end design and origination that enof the quarter. Dorsie Hendon ables him to keep all Rib pertscored at the outset of the inent facts with amazing acsecond period to close the gap curacy.
Hall was ;he top scorer in
to only one point, 14-13 but
Gemmel scored five consecutive the second game with 22 puin'4
points to give :he Indians • a Adams led the Eagles with 11.
here settl not be a consuOleil
six-point advantage, 1913. Again
the Reciatrds pulled up to trim game. Bennie and. North Mat-the Marshall Countiaris' Margin hail will meet at- 8:00 and theto three, as the half ended, 25- doors will open at 6:30. Both
Benton and North Marshall will
22.
-breaking - aileance, tu the regional 10 be
Joe-1
thru the Concord defense in played here next week,
First-Game
the third period to score nine
25 41 66
points that 'enabled Benton to NBeenwtonconvoConcord
11 22 35 11
hold a 41-36 lead at the end
of the quarter. Mune Peck begin
Gold 28, Peck (
46
,6)Gamnicl 2,
driving, thru the Redbird line
as New Concord- switched to Peck 13, Dailey 8, Duke 4.
New Concord (53)
a man to min -defense and
Rowland 1U, Finney 5, Green
Benton Managed to build up
a l'point- lead late in the 8, Wilolughby 13, G. Hendon 6,
final period. - Peck hit two free D. Hendon 11.
Second Game
thoAlys with 40 seconds left to
22 46 64 83
play to put Benton out front North Marshall
17 28 40
63-51. Gene Rowland connected Kirksey . .
North Marshall (83)
for the Redbirds. Peck was foulHeilala 8, Slice 5, Lampe.). rip,
ed in the closing seconds. His
first shot was good but :he Larimer 14, Hall 22, Powell T,
second attempt rimed off and Womm-ack 4. S'piceland 4, WatGemmel tipped it in just before kins 4, Clakrik,k4
4.4y (40)
the horn sounded to give the
Key 2, Parker 6, Jones. 3,
Indians their biggest lead of the
night, 66-53.
Reeder 4. Edwards 9, Baize!! 4,
The big gun for .the victorious Adams 11.
Inchanea was Joe Dab Gold with
28 yeasts-. Peck had 13 and
Gantmel 9, J. W. Willoughby was
AMERICANS SWEEP
high for the Redbirds with 13
plants. Benton hit 20 of 25 free
•
CAIRO, Egypt RP
Yeung
throws for 80 per cent while
New Concord hit 13 of 16 for Barry MacKay of Dayton, "Ohio,
81 per cent. The Indians were opened first-round men's play
charged with 12 fouls and Con- in Cairo's International Tenniq
Tournament, Friday with a 6-1.
cord with 18.
In the second game of the 6-0 win over Egypt's A. Labao
es ening the North Marshall Jets Dorothy Head Knode of Forest
rolled past the Kirksey Eagles, Hills, N. Y. also scored an open83-40. North led 22-10 at the ing round victory in women',
end of the first quarter 'as, play, 'detesting B. Faveal if
Egypt. 6-I, 6-1. MacKay and
46-17 at halftime.
Mrs. Knode then teamed to w.16
Bill Jeffrey, expert statistician, a mixed /feeble, match.
reported the following on the
two contests. Benton hit 23 of
WORLD'S ONLY
47 shots from the field for 50
per cent and grabbed 34 reFULLY AUTOMATIC CLEANER
bounds. New Concord hit 20 of
47 field goal attempts for 42
per cent and got 24 rebeunds.
In the second game, the North
Marshall Jets hit 32 of 56 new
vat attempts for 57 per cent,
19 of 24 from the charity lane
FsiehieseAtetterlred
for 80 per cent and snatched
Seim a Service
39 rebounds. The losers hit 11
of 46 shots for 24 per cent,
C. M. SANDERS
18 of 30 free throws for 60
Ph. EV, 2-2202, Lynnville, Ky.
per cent and got 26 rebounds.
Write Box 213, Murray

▪

the HOLY BIBLE

out
arts, I
More
11 le.

Authorized King James Version

Eloquent and lasting gifts for young folks or old, family
or friends Magnificently bound, handsomely illustrated
editions printed on World I N DO -TEXT, lovehest of
all India papers... these are Bibles in keeping with the
beauty of their treasured cOnfents.

*
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By UNITED PRESS
MELBOURNE. Australia: Max
The pre-tourney "picks" ran
Cargos, 135 4, Australia, outtpue to term this year as Benton
pointed Tommy Rolnick), 135,
and North Marshall clash treadPhilippines (12).
on in the championship tilt of
the Fourth District Tournament
LA SPEZIA. Italy: Bruno Visaline, 1495, Italy, 9tu4is)t-vi Jack.,
Subero, 149.24, Trinidad 43).-•

I W)
ent
two
Piece
SOMC

*

By UNITED PRESS
signed for an estimated $22,000
Major league "managers were with the Yankees, leaving only
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice iteres which, in our opinion, are not for the best freeing today over the uriseason- 38-year old pitches - -T ornmy
interest of our readers.
at weather that has thrown a Byrne outside :he fold.
wet blanket over spring camps
Other camp news: General
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER
C),, 1368
Manager Frank Lane paid a
Monroe, MeMphis, Tenn , 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 . klichi- from Florida to Arizona.
"We've already lost more time surprise visit to the Baltimore
gpa Ave., Chicago, 80 Bolyston St.. 3oston.
than we usually do in two or Orioles' Scottsdale, Ariz.. camp
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as three springs." wailed St. Louis and announced he'd like to deal
Second Class Matter
Cardinal Manager Fred Hutchin- for Billy Gardner. Gus Triandos
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per son at St. Petersburg. Fla. "We'll and Al Pilarcik Pitcher Roger
.play ourselves int 'Craig was sidelined With a sort'
month 1115e In Calloway and edjoining counties, per year, 63.50; else- just -have -to
condition in the exhibition shoulder as Walt Alston split
where, $5 50.
games."
.
SATURDAY — MARCH 'S. 195S
"We're 'way behind." chimed;
in Cleveland Indian pilot Bobby
Bruen from Tucson. Ariz. It's
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
goodbye to that fast start I Was
hoping for."
And this is the victory that overcometh
Plane Disrupted
the world, even our faith.
John 5:4.
Jack Tighe of the Detroit
Tigers, Cookie Las'agetto of the
Faith carried the Pilgrims to America and
Washington
Senators.
M ay o
founded a great nation.
Smith of the Philadelphia Phil-

Pre - Tourney Picks Hold,
True As Benton Vs Jets

•

*

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBL.SHER

kiGIIT
Results

*

PuelteMIED by LEDGER G TIMES PUBLiSHING COMPANY.
Cobsolielation a the Murray Ledger, The Calloway T,
Tiniss-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kesitucklan, Janiasry
I, 1642.

SATUR1

Tert Bible! with
Concordance
sass to se so

Young Folks' Bibles
teas to $5.00

Family
Refei'enct Bibles
$7.50 to tit&00

Now on display at OUT store...reproductions of
painting
from the World Bible collection of religious an.

THE RAVEN BOOK SHOP
202
South Fourth

Phone 123
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ghteen fouls were called on
oth Marshall as compared to
for Kirksey.
Jeffrey, who attends all the
urnaments held here at Murro.
et all the college games If
dition to numerous high schuoi
attests, provides.. aothothe loot.
ess and the radio Station with
s accurate statistics. Bill hes
unusual chart of his uen
sign and origination that enilea him to keep all
pertent facts with amazing acracy.
Hall was the top scorer in
e second game with 22 leen.
Sams led the Eagles with II.
sere win not be a consi.a4in
ime. Benton and NorthMimstit-satin- meet at &et; alai
ion will open at 6:30.. Both
!Mon and North Marshall will
leanee sae the region(a_141._be.
ayed here next week.
Flest-Game
,....14 25 41 66
mton
ew Concord
11 22 35 .1
Benton (66)
Gold 28, Peck 4, Gemmel 1,
ek 13, Dailey 8, Duke 4.
New Concord (63) .
Ruwland 1U, Finney 5, Green
Wilolughby 13, G. Hendun 6,
Hendon 11.
Second Game
urth Marshall
22 46 64 83
irksey
„
10 17 28 40
North Marshall (83)
Heilala 8. Slice 5, Lampley
arimer 14, Hall 22. Powell Y,
'omMack 4, Soiceland 4, Watns 4, Clark 4.
Kirksey (40)
Key 2, Parker 6, Jones 1,
reeler 4. Edwards 9, Bazzell 4,
dams 11.

Bus. Opportunities

as per ward ter one day, minimum of 17

FOR SALE

nerds fee

60e - So

per word tor *Me daya

flasselfled adeasre payable la silvan**.

G9OD USED WASHERS. M. G. Boas, eileotric heat, pilaatered
M8C throughout. Ga. loan, qwn.qt- wilt
Richardson. Phone 74.
transfer. Payments $31 motnts
STUDIO COUCH, 11 x 12 wool Lot 90x190.
rug, platform rocker. Good con- BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom last&
dition. See Wm. Otte Magness, anti redwood comibinatiOn on
M8P Welnut Drive. LlitysT beaut Lful
1621 Farmer.
atr-months
to den, utility nom,” beautiful kit40 DRESSES size 6
3 years, like new, 3 chat sets, ellen with butlt-in range, large
blue linen O614Pr, hal and glove living tka411 with fire place,
MI1C alaete tile bath' with built-in
set. Cali 1755-J. r
nsirperr and dressing table, insulated wale; and ceiling elec-Dexter.
FARM
near
34 ACREtric heat. FHA loan which ran
2 bedroom house, living room, be transferred or with new loan.
ketehen, hardwood flours, good
Baucurn Real Estate Agency
fersces. Price $4,000.
500 West Main Street
EXTRA NICE snail houseon
Phone 48 or 1447
Benton road, just outside. city
MSC

HIGHEST BIDDER will receive
equipped
10
this coiripiletely
stool portable restaurant Sealed
bads wail be taken until 12:Uu
noon Malin 14 at 203 Guthrie
Idine sPactueah, Ky. For details call John M. Smith Jr.,
MlOC
2-1656 Paducah
HELP WANTED

LOST & FOUND

CAIRO, Egypt
- Yeung
arry MacKay of Dayton, "Ohio,
iened first-round men's play
Cairo's Interim:lona] Tennis
ournament, Friday with a 6-1,
.0 win over Egypt's A. Label.
orothy Head Knode of Forest
ills, N. Y. also scored an openig round victory in women's
,lay, 'defeating B. Fawal. of
gypt. 6-1, 6-1
MacKay and
fro Knode then teamed to.
mixed doubles match.
WORLDS ONLY
FINLY AUTOMATIC CLEANER

Feetery- A Oh orlzed
Soho a Service
C. M. SANDERS
EV. 2-2202, Lynnville, Ky.
Write Box 213, Murray

this kid, (Stan Williams the.,
are bringing up min St. Paul),
the Dodgers are going to be
almqst as deep as we are."
Milwaukee's strong points, besides that pitching, figure to
"a stronger bench and the
fact that ,players like (Hank)
Aaron and (Eddie). Mathews wit
be even better," according al
Haney.

By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Pres Sports Editor
BRADENTON, Fla. AP -Fred
Haney, who never sells another
club short, predicted his world
champion Milwaukee Braves
would be an "improved team"
this coming season but refused
IO Come out flatly and predict
another pennant.

SALESMAN, mists or woman.
experience.
without
with
or
Auto necessary. Willing to work,
willing to take instruction, need
of $7() per week. Write for isilt.'N'It2W, stating full qualificaLOST: White billfold on Olive t
P. 0. Box 749, Paducah,
LOOK! 10 Alt m-tatonm windows
"The - rest of the clubs have
or Main street. Please call Kay
all1C
and one door $199, Metalled
improved, too," he pointed out.
1TP
Phone 1456.
with aluminum screen. We also
"We'll just have to wait and
have the triple track. Now Is
Female Help Wanted I see if they have improved mbre
the time to orcier your alumithan we have."
FOR RENT
•
num awnings. Free installation
FOR LADIES: For pleasant part
He siragled out the Pittsburgh
for this morstb, Up to 36 morrths
I
UNFURNISHED 4 room apart- time work at hours of o w
Pirates as a club that "coulsi
to pay. NS, down payment. Herne
$1.78
averages
Y
Mrs.
furnished.
choice,
ment. Water & heat
be a whale of a lot better if
O(zmtfort Co.. 108 S. 13th St. &
Milne per hour. No oar or experience Ted Kluszewslci should play for
211 N. 5th or 'call 1884.
Poplar. Phase 1303.
A5C
PierBette
needed. Write Mrs.
them as he did _foe Cincinnati
3 ROOM Ulefurailhecl apar4- coy,
1006, Jeeksion,
fore -be Was luireaT
coalege. $30 Teem, or
ment,
1
block
from
u&ne Jactcson 2.-360
answWto Viistargav's Puzzle
"If any one man like KluszewCROSSWORD PUZZLE
month. For appoirvtmentt call 721. otter.41:00 p.m., if rural ineiude
should get hot, he lifts the
M8C directions to harhe and phone ski
Se -rhinos. nubile
ACROSS
OMU UOJO UOMO
rest Cf the club with him,"
offIrtitts
aria OMO3 OMOO
5110C-'Haney reasoned. "re only have
number.
33-Keen
t-z.hwheis
TYPEWIRITR, secr'n'd hand, PI HOUSE, four rooms dtbd Oath.
DOS 00Mg00000
6- Box
34-ConJunet1oe
good otandition. Phone 136-W.a-tr4';w ly decorated. Cam W. P.
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article
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Seven Clubs to Beat
days a week. Call long distagcs HAVE TOOLS, Win Rent. Wax:6- Aticonn Wan
Dan Easley and Jerry Parker,
Indian
DOWN
Once egain, Haney insisted his
ccllect, Mayfield 433, Union City ers, orbital sanders, vacuums, who are taking their first elec-Rise
and
fall
of
4
27-iletan AY
ocean I PI /
A7C lawn rollers. Starks Hardware, trical project, studied measures Braves had "seven clubs to beat."
1 -Dosely
1308.
(slang)
6-I,eak through
-Befor•
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.
"Most people think I'm a
211-Siberian river
6-Pt,in-luation
3-Latin
terms of electricity and
TFC and
phoney when I say that, but
mark
contbnetion
ZS-Praise
NOTICE
electrical
survey
of
home
made
a
7-Healthful
the record proves it's true," he
5-Indian
equipment.
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a
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explained. "Just look at our
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'Private
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in
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present
Those
14-Bushy cliono
long-drawn strike against the Kohler Company of Sheboygan,
new.
Mattresses
Rebuilt
lies
year.
race
last
111-liabitimt,1
tranc,..! and private both. Mrs. year group were Michael Rose,
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II
Wis., before the Senate rackets committee, UAW counsel Jo11,-Dinner course
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co., Fred McClave, 300
"On July 31 we were in first
Woudilawn. Jimmy Anderson, Gary Ezell,
13-Blood
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,a,
_
it
seph L. Rauh, Jr., (right) storms, up to the committde table
Paducah,
Ky.
Murray
represenplace by a half game over St.
P
'
'7
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hi
10P
Hugh
Outand
Michael Palmer
g)VIII Ill
tative Tabers Upho letery Shop,
Louis. Brooklyn was only a
following a charge by Kohler counsel Lyman Conger (left)
,
ey" ,Y)
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20
pineup
If-Walls for
land, , whir is making
game' out, Philadelphia three101 N. 3rci. Phone 549.
TFC
urgently
that UAW $ecretary-Treasurer Emil Maxey threatened him,
heating
elelamp. They studied
20-Pi-rused
'P' so
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and-half and Cincinnati four. On
7>26 Mr
using foul language. Rauh, reprimanded by the committee, ad73-Piber plant
ments and electric motors.
SINCrEft Sewing Machine repAuguset 15 we were leading by
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mitted the incident but blamed it on Conger's admission he
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.
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25-Ann'let
the meeting.
leneulig•
six and lost 10, the Redlegs and
is
All boys are asked to have Phillies each won four while
V/'„/1 994. 33-Slit-k
9/
V
FOR THAT good 1000 mile
55-Cleans
their materials for each project losing 10 and the Cardianls won
lubracatain job without squeaks
37-Es pired
,,,,,,,../ ..4
44
JO44
4,
39-Fragment
at the next meeting which will four while losing 11. Most of
see Paul ae's Gulf Ertaitarro
39
-Join
ry *9
,0411
47N
0
be Saturday, March 8 at 8:30 those losses were because the
sg.
, In-Sow
9th at Sycenrore. Cars vacuumTO TAKE OVER CANDY DISTRIBUTOR43-Give no
a.m.
ed out with wash job. Stop in
Giants and Cubs got their hot
• sa
54
44-arcan
5*
47-51a.aw
today for that "service with a
SHIP TO CHAIN OF RETAIL ACCOUNTS
streaks.
45- Wei.ht of India
ACHIEVEMENTS REPORTED
Raye's Gulf Station, call
"It could have been us playing
61-Pronoun
- Lea lb 0.41•41
M 10C
213.
Giants and the Cubs instead
63-Son god
We are looking for a reliable tierson in this area and other
oloKooi tPt osairrununist Chi- the
towns within the territory who is Capable of handling a candy
of those other fellows-. That's
na reperted today it has "Ors the what I mean when I say you
route and will give accounts prompt service. The man or
main cumg.leted with Soviet as- have seven other clubs to beat."
woman selected will find this a highly profitable operation
atomic
kilowatt
sistance" a 7.000
which can be handled in their SPARE TIME. (NO SELLING)
But Haney thinks his learn
or (SOLICITING). We establish your accounts for you. Largreactor, "the biggest in Asia," has a good chance to do it
er territory available for' prosperous full time business. Exand a 25,000,000 volt cyclotron. because of "pitching depth."
perience not necessary. If you are sincerely interested in
The New China News Agency
Behind the Starters
handling this territory and running a business of your own,
disclosed the infortntation in a
"Look at it this way," he
we want to hear from you. A small investment required. For
The most luclous thing to come report on Commumat (hinese explained. "I have three fine.
.personal inter% iew write, gi‘ing leivphono number:
FULLER
from Italy since spaghetti is achievements in science during starters in low Burdette, Bob
Pbbh•thl byarh
ilk C,r1
COLE AND COMPANY
00 MIN ressorso ibeslassek kr. AM 1/10114
B,.0
••••••••4.
Gina Lollobrigidia, and the best 1957. It &Ski reported discovery Buhl and Warren Spahn. Now
401 Central Building
now deposits of rich cval, most of the other clubs have
thriller to come from HollyWelt? Rik narri.NED
wasn't quite sure hOoe I'd do it was going through his paces on
Topeka, Kansas
wood is "THE HUNCHBACK iron ore, .311, manganese, copper, three starting pitchers just as
hi. A
131•LI
Dolan
0101,Y‘I ab./111!
when the time came. But I was stage. The guy wasn't tad.
•
as telling tlic SWF) any to
OF NOTRE DAME" Starting at lead, mac, aluminum and moly- good.
He finished nts act and bowed
Mann Beach with two weeks off going to nave some tun Of this
bdenum.
off-stage to feeble applause. A
"But behind my three I have
from his , line ter-boat bUsifiela money I was sure.
the Varsity Theatre Sunday,
in hand and no strings that hod Ile
"Look, amigo," I said. "I don't young master ot cere..ionies came
•as having diffkulty abtalolna •
by Ernie Bushmiller
especially mind if you follow me on 'and introchiced the next 'act.
NANCY
loon, at I hotel without a reservg
tion, ,irren 1 girl came to ht. mil He But I can save you a lot of tittle. • gypsy flamenco dancer, A tired
tied nee' seen het oefore
but she
DON'T
I suppose Marta's worried for looking old man wearing a bullI GUESS YOU'LL
prole•ccd to be wartime for nirn
BUTT
She is Marta Standing dancer in tear I'll repeat some of the things fighter's suit and a guitar same
DO--- WHAT'S
50
the Moot shms ot the hotel's night
BE
DON'T
slob. (neatly itightened oy some- she told me about the poney. Or on and sat in a chair He struck
thing. she went to Brad s room to get out on the town and forget a couple of soft chords, then went
YOUR NAME ?
laves/ -toe to• protection against • about our date. Tell her not to Into some rapid-fire flamenco
tan woo has been following her
angry
looking
A
homely,
music.
to
act
just
GO IN
menaringly She did not went to ap- worry." I was trying
A JOB
peal to vitae
Upon being preiwed as Dixie as possible without lous- young babe wearing the same
lot details. Marta eonflded to Brad
AND
came out of the
suit
sort
of
a
by
overdoing
It.
ing
up
my
act
that she is the only person who
SLUGGO --knows where a 125‘) MO en/he is **Listen. When a little girl's got wings. She wore tiny castanets
APPLY,
stashed away She promises him half the sort of trouble that gne has, on her fingeis. She pounded the
of it it he proterta her till she rewith her heels, clicked the
posers it
Brad is
meet Marta I'm not going to stand her up. boards
nut., ate
•I-1111K 3,0, 'how to learn Especially when she happens to castanets and whirled and looked
tnore of her 'deal." Meanwhile 'Brad
madder
than ever. Every girl
tiles I I / riink• up his mini If her Story look like Marta, If you know
is phony and if she a actually in den- what I mean." I favored him flamenco 'dancer I've ever seen
with a wink. "I'll keep my mouth looks mad. I guess It's part of the
shut and I'll meet her in her ca- aet.
CHArreR 5
I looked arotmd the room. Most
bana at 2:30 am, just as I promI WALKED to the steak house, ised I would."
of the tables were occupied by
1 enter, d, and sat at a table tor
It was impossible to miss the single couples. There was only
1• Oki I/
0. •• •
two in the shadows, A three- gloating expression that „passed one real live party in the room.
thh.01••••••
C. ION
piece combo was giving out with across his face.
And, from all the attention they
SOIT1C pretty good low-down jive
"At 2 30, Mr. Dolan?" he were getting from two waiters,
it was the only free-wheeling
at the other end of the room
If wheezed.
by Raeburn Van Buren
ABBIE an' SLATS
•
watched the entrance' and
"At 2:30. And look. If you party in the room.
my fat friend come in, look anxi- still think it's necessary to keep
This party was at a big table
ously around, spot me, look re- an eye on me till then, why don't close to the center of the stage.
A STRANGE
56CA USE
CHARLIE
lieved, then move to the bar and you join me? Have a steak. And A dark, distinguished looking
YOUR
THING, SUE - I'M KIND C
WONDERING
BUT DOESN'T LOOKING AT
OWN ODD WAYthen we'll go drop a few books man of fifty or fifty-five was at
order a drink.
GLAD I NEVER REALLY
WHAT'S UP THERE
A sruising waitress wheeled to at jai-alai. Got Marta on the one end of the table. He wore a
THE MOON MAKE YOU FEEL. SORT
YOU RE
IND GET TO THE
IS A LOT MORE
OF - WELL, FUNNY AFTER
• stop in front of me. I ordered phone and give her the pitch."
maroon silk dinner jacket Two
WONDERFUL;
ittOON
FUN...
"That won't be necessary, Mr. bottles of champagne were in
porterhouse rare, • baked potato
WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU
and a green salad. Then I pointed Dolan," he said. He stood.
buckets of Ice on the floor beside
"You're satistiat17 No more him. Three other men in white
the fat man out to her,
evening?"
dinner jackets-younger men"lie's • friend ot mine. Ask tailing this
"I am satisfied." He favored were In the party. And four gorhim if he'll join me, please. Just
smile.
"N,o
more
tailwith
a
me
geous babes - three blondes and
tell him Mr. Dolan."
411
a redhead - all immaculately
1 watched her speak to him. It ing. as you say, Mr. Dolan."
He left me.
dressed, coiffured and made upwas probably imagination, but I
• • •
rounded out the party. Rounded
would have sworn that his face
I didn't cash a ticket at the out is the correct expression:
planned. The waitress pointed
me out to hint. He saki- some- jai-alai fronton until the tenth they must have helped pour each
thing to her, shnigged, paid for and last gams. And then I cashed other Into three dresses.
The guy with the maroon
his Ortnk, put the glass In a two. Two good ones. I won a
pudgy hand and waddled across two buck 1-3 quinella that paid jacket was the center or attenseventy-eight fifty and I had ten tion: it Was pretty early to see
the room to my table.
rone•••••11
P.O. ;ON
1,0 by
thy.,
. There was just a trace of some bucks ortpumber 8, the winner, a who was going to pick up the
sort of a Latin-American accent bespectacled and wiry little tab. The barkeep standing oppoIn his voice: "You are Mr. Basque who went In at eight-to- site me looked like • friendly
one, covered the court like an type. And he wasn't busy. I
•
Dolan?"
by Al Capp
"I am Mr. Dolan, amigo," I educated jack rabbit and won ordered a fresh drink. While he
LIL' ABNER
hands down. I picked up and isVe.9 making it, I said, "Who's
said. "Sit down."
party
the
big
giving
guy
fifty-eight
Ofty
the
one
pocketed
the
'STEAD CI EA11N.1-1-1.
"I am afraid there Is some misWHEN Vor-ALL GOT TRAPPED IN
take. Perhaps you have me eon- and left the fronton fifty or sixty the party with all the dames?"
SHivief-FORbIDDEN FRiJIT
T1-115 OLE MUD MUSIiROCiA MINE,
The bartender took • swipe at
fumed with someone else? I have bucks richer than I'd come in.
AN'TAK1N'TH'-squDOER fr111'MADE Tl-Via.MART DECISONff
Marta's last show-or her part Pits already spotless her with a
never met you, Mr. Dolan."
CONSE_QuENCES—L LIKE
in the last show-started, .he'd towel. Then he put my drink in
"Sit amen, pal."
'KY PREFERRED TO SHREWDL1
said, at 1:40. She was on for fif- front of .me. "You oughts read
Ile sat dower
AH -soB r!-GOTZA.r.r
DIE
STARVA1SHUN
—
0
.
the
guy
That's
Mac.
depending
papers,
the
minutes,
"That hat," I field. 'The hand teen or twenty
maybe,
years.
eight
for
the
who
had,
closed
she
encores,
and
iipon
stands out like s flag in a stiff
breeze. Never wear a hat like show at appfoximately 2. She'd one of the sweetest Jobs In the
that, amigo, when you're trying have plenty of time to change world. That's Ram e z, Mac,
and get to the cabana by 2:30, Ramez-ex-strongman of the so•
to tail a man"
called Republic of Coronet)°,
"Tall a man? This expression when I was due to arrive.
I got back to the hotel shortly down in South America. I know
I do not understand."
after 1. I went across the lobby you heard of the place and I
"Follow him."
"But I have not-been following and Into the Gulf Stream ROOM., know you heard of Ramez."
I nodded. -They canned him
There were plenty of empty
3-oil, Mr. Dolan."
of years
I grinned at NM. I wee en- tables- The Gulf Stream RAM, down there a couple
joying mySelf. Marta had me It would seem, was not the most ago."
This was going to be interesttagged as a real easy mark and popular night spot on the Beach.
sat at the bar and ordered tng.
I wanted her to keep on believing
(To Be Continued) •
It until I pulled the string. I bourbon over ice. A /entriloquist
UU BALES of Jap and red
lover bay. 450 per bele. See
erntio MOSIII#31, Th City. $810P
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five other starters, making a
total of eight. I don't want to
name those other five starters
now, but there isn't any other
team with that depth.
'Brooklyn comes closest to
it. "If Don Newcombe comes
back with those three left-handers (he meant Johnny Podres,
Sandy Kuufax and Danny McDevitt), and Don Drysdale and
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LEDGiRA TIMES FILE
The bid -of Hal Perry, general -contractor'
O\ Benton,was accepted last night-it a call meeting of,
the City Board of Education at 7:30 for the completion'
of Murray High School.
,• Mrs. R. F. Gregory. age, 83. passed away Tuesday
mbrining at 2:30 at the home of her niet'e on •NlurraY,
Route One. Mrs. Gregory was the wife of Elder R. F.
Gregory. who preceded her in death.
Only nieces and nephews are among the survivors.
Robert A. Pelusi. from the home office of Winslow
Engineering Company in Oakland. California, was a
visitor in Murray during thiS week.
Eugene Robertsion, 'a sophomore in Kirksey High
School. was selected by the Supervised Farmnig Committee as having the outstanding farming program of
all classes. Eugene is the sop of Mr. and Mrs. James
Robertson, of near Kirksey. • •
Jack Bryan has been in Wichita. Kansas, this "week
aitending a heating and air-conditioning school _offered
by the University of Wichita in cooperation with the
Coleman -Company. Inc.

-1(entucky,

ela 111.611
lies. Al Lopez of the Chicago
White Sox and Birdie Tebbetts
,,f the Cincinnati Redlegs are
!her managers whose early
plans :have been badly disrupted
by. inclement weather The net
result of it all has been a rash
of sninor ailments :hat'll be forgotten in July but are proving
mighty frustrating to the eagerbeavers now.
Tighe's chief' concern ()e'er the
delay is that he hasn't ye: been
able to introduce Billy Martin
ks the Tigers' shortstop .and

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER 4 TIMES FILE
awe
This week's sales on Murray's dark fired tobacco
market brought the' total for the season to 9,041.255
pounds. The growers have received a total of $2,552.321.65 for a. seaf-on's -iiverage of 428.23 per hundred
pounds.
Miss Barbara Jo Walker is featured in the current
issue of Look Magazine. The occasion is her attendance
of the Methodist Youth Comference in Cleveland the first
of the year.
Prentice Lassiter. Superintendsnt of Coulity Schools.
announced this morning that' he has received a check
for $12.306.12 to be used as supplemental .pay for teachers in the county school system.
The Brewers Itedmen qualified to defend their regional title here last night with a 73-34 victory over the
Sharpe Green Devils.
Mrs. W. I'. Roberts attended the Mid-South Gift and
Jewelry Show in Memphis March 1-4.

Boma '
liars ey Kuenn a, their new
cen:erfielder. and. Lopez is annoyed because the White Sox
haven't been able to take batting
practice since Saturday.

By UNITED PRESS
MELBOURNE, A ust ralsa: Max
The pre-tourney "picks" ran
Curiae. 135 ,
outtrue to form oak year as Benton
pointed Tommy Run-lulu, 135,
and North Marshall clash headPtuhppines (12).
on in the championship tilt of
the Fourth District Tournament
LA SPEZIA. Italy: Bruno Visintin, 149k4, Italy, stowed Jack
Subeies 14014, Trinidad (3).

tonight in the MSC sports arena. Eighteen fouls were called , 11
?forth Marshall had an easy North Marshall as compared
road to the finals as the ,Jets 15 for Kirksey.
Jeffrey, who attends all the
defeated Kirksey 83140" but the
Benton Indians had to fight for tournaments held here at Morrie
their life in slipping past New and all the college games 9!
Concord 66-53 in a hard fought addition toqumerous high sett
contests, prZvides both the
contest last night.
Benton opened up the game press and the radio station with
NEW YORK: Harold Gomes,
with an 8-2 lead but watched his accurate statistics. Bill has
Providence. R. I., outNew Concord close the gap to an unusual chart of his then
pointed Ike CheAnut, 130, New
three points, 14-11, at the end design and origination that enY irk (10).
of the quarter. Dorsie Hendon ables him to keep all ta pertBy OSCAR FRALEY
scored at. the outset of the inent facts with amazbug acUnited Previa Sports Writer
TOURNEY FIELD SET
period to close the gap curacy.
second
NEW YORK IS - This could
Hall was the top scorer :n
one point, 14-13 but
to
only
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP - The be the last trip down :he big Gemmel
the second game with 22 po1n4
consecutive
five
scored
four-learn field was complete league pike for some of the old
points to give the Indians a Adams led the Eagles with 11,
•,
today for the annual Bluegrass heroes.
advantoge, 19-13. Again there will not be a consuialaii
six-point
HoIida
DasketA,ll lilintenament -- Time's 8'v/wain' for. many of'
al) to -taint same. Bentua..ao4. North MarYeats the
ti•Sc. 19-20 at the Kentucky State those
the Marshall Countians' margin tian will meet at 8:00 and tne
Fairgrounds Coliseum. Notre of baseball .headlines. Not all
to three, a the half ended, 25- doors will open at' 6:30. Both
Dame agreed Monday to join of them will bow out on this
1.11-ton and North .Marshall wsU
22.
-Wheel
but
some
North -Carotiria.---Illiferis
Dan Gold kept breaking advance to the regional to be
'Waft Listen
caw/ Se•Rtel host team from the University of them are bound to fall by Joe the
thru
Concord defense in played here next week.
the wayside this seaeon.of Louisville in the tourney.
First Game
the Los Angeles Dodgers' squad
They are the ones who are in the third period to score nine
Benton
14 25 41 66
morning a n d
into
afternoon,.
the forty-ish brigade, these who points that enabled Benton to
New Concord
11 22 35
SWANSON A FATHER
groups.
are either crowding or past an hold a 41-35 lead at the end
Benton (66)
Frank Baumann, 220 - pound
trice - which is the other side of the quarter. Mune Peck beginGold 28, Peck 4, Gammel 9,
driving thru the Redbird line
FORT • MYERS, Fla. AP - of the baseball hill.
bonus lefty, flashed fine form
in Boston Red -Sox' drill. Yankee Pitcher:, Art Swanson of the
The senior member is Country as New Concord switched to Peck 13, Dailey 8, Duke 4.
New Concord (53)
Manager Casey Stengel said he Pittsburgh Pirates has extra in- Siaughter---of the Yankees. who, a man to man defense and
Rowland 10, Finney 5, Green hopes Norm Siebern will win centive for making good this 42 next- month, still shows no Benton managed to build up
the regular left field job so season. His wife gave birth to sign of packing it in. And right a 10-point lead late in the 8, Wilolughby 13, G. Hendon 6,
Elston Howard can become full- a nine-pound, three-ounce daug- on his heels in. the 41 bracket final .period. Perk hit two free D. Hendon 11.
Second Game
time understudy to catcher Yogi hter, Laurie Sue, Monday at are Murry Dickson of the. A's throws with 40 seconds left to
22 46 64 83
Nevi Orleans.
Berra.
and Sal Maglie of the Yankees. play to pert Benton out front North Marshall
10 17 28 4u
63-51. Gene Rowland connected Kirksey
Reese In Comeback
North Marahall (83)
Nobody's calling it the end tor the Redbirds. Peck was foulHeilala 8, Stice 5. Lampley
for Ted Williams, who will be ed in the closing seconds. His
40 in August. but it's a brittle first shut was good but the Larimer 14. Hall 22, Powell
age where anything that goes second attempt rimed off and Wommack 4, SPiceland 4, Wa:wrong could spell tht finish. Gemmel tipped it in just before kin* 4,, Clark 4.
- Kirksey (40) .
And-flank .auer.' at 39. doesn't. :the horn sounded to "eve the
Key 2, Parker 6, Jones 3,
have too much longer at the Indians their biggest lead of the
night, 66-53.
Reeder 4, Edwards 9; Bazzell 4,
top,
Owensboro 46 Utica 44
By UNITED PRESS
The big gun for the victorious Adams 11.
itere are a host of them in
at Fulton
) Davies County 84
the 38- bracket. These include Indians was Joe Dan Gold with
Owensboro Catholicc" 35
Fulton 60 Clinton Central 51 points. Peck had 13 and
-EarTy Wynn,'Dixie Howell and
13th at Lewisport
i•
Carlisle Co. 76 Fulton Cu. 70
Gerry Staley of the White Sox, Gemmel 9. J. W. Willoughby was
AMERICANS SWEEP
Breclunridge County 82
2nd at Paducah
Bob Lemon and Jim Vernon 'high for the Redbirds with 13
Meade County 59
Ballard Memorial 65
points. Benton hit 20 of 25 free
of
the
Indians.
and
Jim
Began
14th at Caneyville
Paducah St. Mary's 62 (OS)
CAIRO, Egypt it - Yeung
of ,Detroit.' They're at an age throws for 80 per cent while
carteYvaie 66 Butler.Coun'y 53
3rd at Wingo
when any day could be the New Concord hit 13 of 16 for Barry MacKay of Dayton, Ohio,
15th at Beavpr Dam
Symsonia 60 Wing° 58
81. per cent. The Indians were opened first-round men's plas
:ast.
_Bras er Dam 62 Centertoe n 43
4th at Murray
Yet, a young feller who will charged with 12 fouls and Con- in Cairo's International Tennis
Benton 66 New Concord 53
Hartford 62 Fordsville 52
Tournament Friday with a 6-1,
be 39 in August, looks like cord with 18.
16th at Muhienberg Central
North Marshall 83 Kirksey 40
In the second game of the 6-0 win over Egypt's A. Labat:
he's heading for a "comeback"
Muhlenberg Cent. 68
5th at Fredonia
this season which could keep evening the North Marshall Jets Dorothy Head Knode of Forest
Greenville 58
Crittenden Cu. 64 Trigg Co. 46
him on. the scene for another rolled past the Kirksey Eagles, Hills, N. Y. also scored an openCentral "thy .83 '
Caldwell Co. 73 Lyon Co. 36
couple of years at a youngeter's 83-40. North led 22-10 a: the ing round victory in women's
Drakesboro Community
6th at Madisonville
end of the first quarter wig. play, defeating B. Fav-ial of
position.
Dalton 68 Rosenwald 63
11
Egypt, 6-1, 6-1. MacKay and
that's PeeWee Reese of the 48-17 at halftime.
S. Hopkins 69 Dawson Springs 65
Mrs. ICnode then teamed to wit.
Los Angeles Dodgers.
RAY FEINTS
7th at Hopkinevolle
Bill Jeffrey, expert statistician, a mixed doubles match.
Listed At Third
Crofton 48 Hop. Attucks 42 (2 ot)
The little captain seemed, be- reported the following on the
8th at Elkton
-two contests. Benton hit 23 of
fore spring training started. to
Todd Co. 69 Todd C. Trng. 56
47 shots from the field for 50
be
in
mare
difficulty
than
a
11th at Providence
per cent and grabbed 34 retrumpet player with loose denRosewald 44 Slaughlers 42
bounds. New Concord, hit 20 of
tures.
He
hurt
his
back
last
Dixon 58 Sebree 50
47 field goal attempts for 42
season,
was
shunted
over
to
third
10th at Hendersa
per cent and got 24 rebounds.
base and batted a lowly .229.
Henderson County 80
In the second game. the North
When
the
squad
reported,
he Marshall
Henderson City 54
Jets hit 32 of 56 field
was listed as just one of five
Douglass'-93 St Agnes 48
goal attempts for 57 per cent,
third
base
candidates,
and no: 19 of
11th at Bremen
24 from the charity lane
Fettery-Autherizad
the top one at that.
Calhoun 64 Saciae-en o 54
for 80 per cent and snatched
Sales a StIcvl
With
rookie
Dick Gray, a
,12th at Owensboro
39 rebounds. The losers hit 11
power-hitter from St. Paul. ready
of 46 shots for 24 per cent,
C. M. SANDERS
for duty at third, this freed
aglIablones
18 of 30 free throws for 60
GOLFERS ADDED
Ph. EV, 2-2202, Lynnville, Ky.
Reese. And the little man will
GREENWOOD LAKE. N. Y.
per cent and got 26. rebounds.
Write Box 213, M•rray
-- Roy Robinson. af:er a the lifetimt .270 batting- mark
NEW YORK IS -A. G Spaldis making a determined drive
one-day
layoff from his :raining'
ing' Bois. nave added Roberto
to recapture his long-time post.
de Vicenzo. Jack Fleck a n d chores because of business com"I'm working harder than ever
piling Bob G9alby, a former mitments, worked on a "new
move" Friday in his preparations before," says the Little Colonel.
University
if Illinois quarterfor champion Carmen Basilio, -This could be my last time
back, to their golf consultant
whom he meets in a title bout around If I'm no: ready and,
Let They join a group ehich
at Chicago March_ 25. Robinson well, I'm going to be ready."
includes such sitars as Ed Didcalled his -new move" a body
Baring injury, he'll be back
icy. A. Balding, Jerry Barber,
feint followed with a left jab. at the same old stand. But
D di January, Shehy M ay(,e Id,
Authorized King James Version
The former middleweight king how long he and the others
Mike Turnesta and Al Watrous, fooled one iif
his sparmates with at the dangerous age can go
Eloquent and lasting gifts for young folks or old, family
among others.
the technique.
or friends Magnificently bound, handsomely illustrated
on, only time- will tell.
•
T.
editions pnnted on World INDO -TEXT, loveliest of
all India papers...these are Bibles in keeping with the
beauty of their treasured contents.

SPORTS *PARADE

KENTUCKY 'HIGH SCHOOL
TOURNAMENT RESULTS

20 Years Ago This Week

For Easter...
World's beautiful editions of

The HOLY BIBLE

LOOK! 10
and one
with alum
have the
the time
num awn
for this in
• to pay. Ilk
Oornifort C
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1—Knee
6— Box
ii — Sit Ily
12— Kind
14— Sad,
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11-43 a td.
not•
111—
•

111—RnIlr
(elfin
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24-indei
Arlie

25— Algol
India
:7 —GPM
(slan
21— Sib.,

:9-Prat'

Dale & Stubblefield Drug

j

Oklahoma State, 54-53. Ii was
the Cowboqs' iffth setback since
they aecepted a bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
Red Murrell set three records
as he closed out his collegiate
career with 'a 51 -point effort
'hat carried Drake to an 88-87
overtime victory over Houston.
Murrell's 51 points, his season
total of 668 and his career total
of 1,657' were new highwater
marks for an Iowa major college
player.
In other nerejsm -games:- Willie
Merriwe-ather scored 25 points
in helping Purdue down Iowa,
65-39; Michigan rolled to a 72-65
triumph over Wisconsin. and
Iowa State downed Oklahoma.
66-55.

*

TøiIIugI
Coecordmocit
SIMIIS 46.1111

Young Folks' Bibles
112.11113 tO 11S.C10

Family
Reference Bibles
$7.110 WI.16.00

THE RAVEN BOOK SHOP
.202
South Fourth

Phone 123
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Now on display at out store...reproductions of
paintings

from the World Bible collection of religious an.
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Nebraska Upsets Kansas And Kansas State Within Week

PRESCRIPTIONS

00 BA,1.1
lover ha.
croon

Mtn OPU
MU Amain CUMER

The pennant - winning Milwaukee Braves and New York
Yankees at least reported progress ire the con:rac.-signing department although
h e world
champions seem no closer to
..n agreement with World Series
hero Lew Burdette.
LEDGER 4 TIMES FILE
The Braves announced that
pi•ehers Bob Buhl (18-7) and
Thieves Tuesday night broke into the Murray High. Gene Conley i9-9) had signed
School building and escaped with
brand new Under- Rut Burdette. three-time victor
wood typewriters- valued at approximately ;559, school over the Yankees in the Series.
remained. unsigned e'er an hour
officials announced Wednesday.
Thomas Banks. owner of the 'SufieriOd Laundry and and 15-minute conference With
Dry (leaning establishment here, announced 'the pur- General Manager John Quinn
lie is believed asking for $40.000.
chase of-Redden"s Cleaners, an establishment which has about
twice his 1957 salary.
flourished since last fall.
Swokron algae
contest
sponsored
In a skating
Saturday night at
First-baseman Bill Skowron
Jimmie Mill's new - kating rink on Main Street.' Miss Jo
Neale was itelected as the best.girl skater and Gene Patterson- as the best boy skater.
Mrs. Cora Hartley of Paducah has purchased the
Blue' Bird Cafe of Claude Brown. Mrs. Hartley has',been
B5 TIM MORIARTY
Isom ballots in the final United and an automatic berth in
in the restaurant business several years in Providence
the
Unoted Press Sports Writer
Press ratings next week.
and Paducah.'
NCAA Tournament.
Slowdown
Tactics
Successful
Mrs. Minerva Ann Fulton. 77. died Tuesday' from a
Arizona (Tempe) State edged
Don't even whisper the name
chronic lung ailment at the home of her son, Van Ful- Nebraska today to any basketNebraska used the same slow- Arizona, 78-76, to clinch the
ton. near Kirksey..
ball-minded citizen of the state down tactics that proved so Border Conference title and a
Misses Frances Sexton. Marguerette Holcomb.. and ot Kansas.
successful against Kansas in end- berth in the NCAAshinclig. while
State's winning streak Bob Oregon State remained in the
Dorothy Robertson -attended the Nelson Eddy concert in
Still flushed by their upset Boozer kept the Wildcats within running for the Pacific Coast
Nashville Saturday.
victory over Kansas only nine hailing distance in the first half Conference crown by whipping
days ago. the Cornhuskers pro- by scoring their first 13 points. Washington State, 69-31.
duced another shocker Monday However, he fouled out. with
Ilardley Wins
night by knocking off top-ranked 811 minutes to play and
State • Bradley
celebrated its accept--Kansaa State. 5.5-48. at Lincoln, never caught up.
ance 'of a bid to defend its
jemmt
Neb.
---,44-:,••...-the---Weideirtis:- -COM de- fisdians tied • --Michigan State title in the National Invitation
feat in their last 12 games and for first place in the Big Ten Tournament by downing Wichita.
only theira----serand setback in Conference by defeating Illinois, 85-80, with the help of a 3622 ciontests this 'season. What's 96-86 The Hoosiers and the point barrage by Sheltie Mc
more. it .could cost them the Spartans will meet, at East 'Lans- Milton.
national cham- ing Saturday in a chowdown
regular-season
A last-second baske by Rich
, fit,. for 'he (emir-rens,. chnomioriThip Rogers enabled St 1m1- '4, edge
pir,riihip A rein he coach.

es"-- -

FC

3.1

Five Years Ago Today

huff Pre - Tourney Pieks Hold
Reruks True As Benton Vs Jets

3,1

•

signed for an estimated $22.000
with the Yankees, leaving only
38-year old pitcher Tommy
Byrne outside :he fold.
Other camp news: General
Manager Frank Lane paid a
surprise visit to the Baltimore
Orioles' Scottsdale, Ariz., camp
and announced he'd like to deal
for Billy Gardner, Gus Triandos
and Al Pilarcik. Pitcher Roger
Craig was sidelined with a sore
shoulder as Walt Alston split

SATURE

*

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBL.SHER
By UNITED PRESS
Major league managers were
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice aerie which, in our opinion, are not for the beat fretting today over the unseasoninterest of our readers.
al weather that has thrown a
blanket over-spring camps
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368 vi et
Monroe, Megephis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave., New York. 307 N. Michi- from Florida to Arizona.
"We've already lost more time
gan Ave., Chicago, 80 Bolyston St., Boston.
than we usually do in two or
Catered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmusion as three springs." wailed St. Louis
Second Class Matter
Cardinil Manager Fred Hutchinson at St. Petersburg. Fla. "We'll
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. Per week 20e,
smell 85e In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; else- just have to play ourselves into
where, $3.56.
core:Litton in the e
ibit ion
games."
SATURDAY — MARCH S. 1958
"We're 'way behind." chimed
in Cleveland Indian pilot Bobby
Bragan from Tucson. Ariz. It's
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
goodbye to that fast start I was
hoping 'for."
Awl this is the victory that overcometh
Plans Disrupted •
the world, eves our faith.
John 5:4.
Jack Tighe of the Detroit
Tigers, Cookie Lavage::0 of the
Faith carried the Pilgrims to America and
Washington
Senators.
Mayo
founded a great nation.
Smith. of the Philadelphia Pte.,

SATURDAY — MARCH 8, 1958

**********
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Bus. Opportunities 1

ks Hola
Is Jets

hteen fouls were Called on
7th Marshall as compared to
for Kirksey.
effrey, who attends all Ills
rnaments held here at Murree.
I all the college games Ill
itiontoi#umerous high school
eest1:spr3vides both tete. local
se and the radio station with
accurate statistics. Bill has
unusual chart of his oen
ign and origination that enes him to keep all the pert-.
nt facts with amate0eg ac- acy.
fall was the top scorer m
second game with 22 poinet
ams led the Eagles with 11,
ere will not be a cunsupileon
ne• !Septette. Anti. North
1 will meet at 8:00 and the
as will open at 6:30.. Both
item and etielth _Marshallese/defence se the regional to be
yed here next week.
First Game
14 2e 41 Sti
nton
Concord
11 22 3e le
Benton (66)
;old 28, Peck 4, Gemmel 9,
rir 13, Dailey 8, Duke 4. New Concord (53)
fewlarel lie Finney 5, Green
Wilolughby 13, G. Henden S,
Hendon 11.
Second Game
rib Marshall
22 46 64 83
rksey
10 17 28 40
North Marehall (83)
iedalit 8. Slice 5. Lampley ik
rimer 14. Hall 22, Powell 37
immack 4, Seiceland 4, Wales 4„, Clark 4.
- Kirkeey (40) , •
(ey 2, Parker 6, Jones 3,
eder 4, Edwards 9,' Bazzell 4,
ams 11.

se pew weed

GOOD USED WASHERS. M. 0, limits, electric heart, plistered
MSC throughout. Gl. loan, enener
Richardson. Phone 74.
transfer. Payments $31- motnh.
STUDIO COUCH, 11 x 12 wool Lot 90x100,
rug, platform rocker. Good con- BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom brick
detion. See MIS. Oats Magness, and redwood combination on
MEP Walnut Drive. Large beautiful
1621 Mariner.
inotathrs
to den, uAelirty room, beautiful kitsize
.6
40 DRESSES
3 years, like new, 3 °oat sets, s:filen with built-in range, large
blue linen duster, hat and glove living mean with fire place,
MI1C pkietsc tile bath with builtem
set. Call 1755-J. •
mirror and dressing table, inarlated waits and ceiling, elec34 ACRE FARM near Dexter. tric heat. FHA roan which oan
2 bedroom house, being roorn, be transferred or wttli new lean.
kitchen, hardwood flours, good
Elate:urn Real Estate Agency
fences. Price $4,000.
500 West Main Street
EXTRA NICE small house on
Phone 48 or 1447
Bention road, just outside city
M8C
•
_

00 BALES of Ja.p and red
peer hay. 45e pee bale. See
ernon Easley, Tre City. M10P

LOOK! 10 Alum-Storm windows
and one door $199, installed
with aittneinurn screen. We also
have the triple. track. Now is
the time to order your aluminum aWriings. Free installation
for this mouth, Up to 36 months
to pay. Nlo down payment, Herne
Ootrifort Co., '108 SS IAA St. &
Allellar._ Phone 1303.
1
A5C

ACROSS

30-chlnese nubile
Officials
33-Keen
34-Coniunctloa
35-Recent
37-Act
38-Saint (abbr.)
39-Tablelands
41-Pronoun
42-Plotted
45-Compass potnt
46-Oreek latter
411-11Istak•
49-Pronoua
In-Jeer
42-fon sen had
54-Pared
65-approaches

1-Encounteill
6- Box
II-Sally
12- Kind of tea
14-Nativ• metal
15-Trannaction•
IT- Pair
it iluido a ow
note
19- Arra/toted
troops
21-Ftallroad
fahhr.1
22-Peels
24-Indefinite
article
25- Algonquian'
Indian
27-Getaway
(Siang)
21-Siberian river
2$-Praise
2

Ii
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:AIR°, Egypt RI" - Yeung
rry MacKay of Dayton, Ohio,
ineci first-round men's play
Cairo's International Tennis
ornament Friday with a 6-1,
I win over Egypt's A. Labae
rothy Head Knode of Forest
Its, N. Y. also scored an open( round victory in women's
ay, defeating
B. Fawal of
ypt. 6-1, 6-1. MacKay and
-s. Knode then teamed to wee
mixed double- match.

49

,
e
r,./.1. el

.0

Z
44
i°
$

47

A
• sa

Si

Dia, if wawa r•ar•e•

53

101.

1
-Bushy Clump
111 -liabituai
ti -Dinner course
13-Blood
16- Va riety`of
g y(-MUT
11-Calls for
it
2--0-I'erur ant
23-Fiber plant
2c-Tricks
2*-Hypethatical
force
39--ChInes• mile
31-Compass point
larntrifuwalgae
l
.113-A
33-Shackle
36-Cleans
37-Ex ul red
33-Fragment
39-Join
40-Sow
• up ,'
(41 -"'
44-Oros n
47-!Utica,.
Weight of India
61-Pronoon
53-Sri god

NOTICE
Mattresses Rebuilt lie. new.
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
Paducah, 'Ky. Murray repnasentative Tabers Upholstery Sinop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
TFC
SINGER Sewing Machine reptesentanve for new and used
reeielenee SE 4...vain Lynn Greve
MSC
Hwy. Phone 934-J.
FOR • THAT good 1000 mile
lubreatem job wittesut squeaks
see Paul Bie.e's Gulf Station,
.9th at Sycam ,re. Cars vacuumed out with wasti job. Stop in
today fur that "service with a
smile." Raye's Gulf Station, can
M 10C
213.

ie. AA •••••

It-PAT RAO 14/111.14:1411111
Brad Dolan
Vaal titiel,nie
Is telling the- story ;:aitit to
amli Belch with two weeks oft
from his cluoter•boas busineas money
in hand and no striugs attached Ite
ars having difficulty obtatnins
runty at 3 hotel without a reserva. when a girl Caine to his aid lie
had iietei seen net i.efore but she
proteazed tc be waiting for him
She a Marta Blanding dancer In
Ow Moot show sit the hotel's night
Ion. Clew dy frightened by something, she went to Brad's room to
at•peal for his protection ogling( •
1..••i woo has been folinwing ,her
menet male 'She did not want to app'-,ii to police
Upon being pressed
tot detail., Marta confided to Brad
that she Is the only person who
kin,w, where • 32&1000 cache Is
stashcif away She promises him half
of it if he protects her till she rea It
Brad w to meet Marta
rifler the evening floor show to learn
more of IIPT -dent- Meanwhile Brad
iii.'. to make up his mind if her story
is phony and if
is actually Wotan_

r
Fortery-Auffiedized
Sates I Sere**

M. SANDERS

Ps. EV. 2-2202, Lynnville, Ky.
Write Box 213, Marray

' editions of

IBLE

p James Version

ung folks or old, family
handsomely illustrated
)0 -TEXT, loveliest of
/les in keeping with the
ts.

CliAPTER 5

I WALKED to the steak house,
enters d, and sat at a table for
A threepiece combo was givirtg out with
some pretty good low-down jive
at the other end of the room
I
watched the entrance and dilitv
my tat friend come in, look anxiously around, spot me, look relieved, then move to the bar and
order a drink.
A sousing waitress wheeled to
a stop in front ot me. I ordered
porterhouse rare, s baked potato
and a green salad Then I pointed
the /at man out to her.

two in the shadows,

"He's • friend of mine. Ask
him if he'll join me, please. Just
telrhim Mr. Dolan."
I watched her speek to him. It

Family
Reference Bibles

was probably imagination, but I

$7.80 to smoo

would have sworn that his face
Nanette& 'The waitress pointed

hip out to him. , He said something to her, shrugged, paid for
his drink. put the glass in a
pudgy hand and waddled across
the room to my table.
. 'There was just a trace of some
sort of a Latin-American Recent

vitections or paintinp

.ligious an.

IOK SHOP
123

in
his voice:
Dolan?"

"You

are

Mr.

"I am Mr. Dolan, amigo," I
said. "Sit down."

wase't quite sure how I'd do It
et hen the time came. But I was
going to nave some fun Of this
I was sure.
"Look, amigo." I said. "I don't
especially mind if you follow me
But I can save you a lot of time
I suppose 'Marta's worried for
fear
repeat some of the things
she told roe about the money. Or
get out on the town and forget
about our date. Tell her not to
worry." I was trying to act just
as Dixie as possible without lousing up my act by overdoing it.
"Listen. When a little girl's got
the sort of trouble that one has,
I'm not going to stand her up.
Especially when she happens to
look like Marta, If you know
what I mean." I favored him
with a wink. "I'll keep my mouth
shut and I'll meot her in her c4e

"I am afraid there is some mistake. Perhaps you have me contuned with someone eke? I have
never met you, Mi. Dolan."
"Sit down, pal."
said, at 1:40. She was on for fiflie eat down.
"That hat," I said. 'The hand teen or twenty minutes, depending
stands out like a flag In a stiff upon encores, and she clotted the
Never wear a hat like show at approximately 2. She'd
breeze.
that, amigo, when you're trying have plenty of time to change
and get to the cabana by 2:30,
to tail a man."
"Tail a man? This expression when I was due to arrive.

I de not understand."

was going thretigh his paces on
stage. The guy wasn't bad
He finished nia act and bowed
off-stage to feeble applause. A
young master of cere. donies came
on and intitxtueecl tne next act.
a gypsy flamenco dancer. A tired
looking old man wearing a bullfighter's suit and s guitar came
on and sat in a chair He struck
a couple of soft cnords, then went
rapid-fire flamenco
Into some
music. A homely?, angry looking
young babe wearing the same
sort of a true came out of the

I grit back to the hotel shortly

HELP WANTED

FouNp.

five other starters, milking a
total of eight. I don't want to
name those other five starters
now, but there isn't any other
team with that depth.
'Brooklyn comes closest to
it. "If Don Newcombe comes
back with those three left-hand_era (he meant Johnny Podres,
Sandy Koufax and Danny McDevitt), and Don Drysdale and

this kid, (Stan Williams th, •
are bringing up rorn St. Paul),
the Dodgers are going to be
alrgest as deep as we are."
Milwaukee's strong points, besides that pitching, figure to
be , "a stronger bench and the
fact that players like (Hank.)
Aaron and (Eddie) Mathews will
be even better," according to
Haney.

By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Press Sports Editor
BRADENTON, Fla. AS -Fred
Haney, who never sells 5nnihr
club short, predicted his world
champion Milwaukee Braves
would be an "improved team"
this coming season but refused
je come out flatly and predict
another pennant.

SALESMAN, man or woman.
without experience.
withor
Auto necessary. Willing to work,
willtrig to take inetruction, need
of $70 per week. Write for inteatew, stating full qualificaLOST: White billfold on Olive tens. P. 0. Box 749, Paducah,
"The rest of the clubs have
or Main street. Please call Kay
ee11C
improved, too," he pointed out.
ITP
Farrell. Phone 1466e •
"We'll just have to wait and
°male Help Wanted I see if they have improved mbre
than we have."
FOR RENT
F
FOR LADLES: For pleasant part
He singled out `the Pittsburgh
UNFURNISHED 4 room -apart- time work at hours of o w n Pirates as a club that "could
$1.78
averages
Mrs.
Y
Whaler
tune/nerd.
choice,
ment.
& heat
be a whale of a lot better' if
Mlinc per hour. No car or experience Ted Kluszewski should play for
211 N. 5th or call 1884.
PierBette
Write Mrs.
needed.
_
as he did for ,Cipeeintreati
3 ROOM Ueefurniehecl aptert- cey, P. 0. Box 1006, JsicicAM, them
hurt."
mere, 1 block from college. $30 Tem., or phone Jackson 21360 before he was
"If any one man like Kluszewmunith. For appointment cad 721, after 8:00 p.m., if rural include
should get hot, he lifts the
M8C dtreetions to home and phone ski
with him,"
I f the club
rest
MlOIC Haney reasoned. "We only have
HOUSE, four rooms and bath. number.
to go back to the Philadelphia
Newly decorated. Call W. P.
Phillies last year to tprove that
Dulaney, 1112 Olive. Ph. 1123-W.
point. When Granny flarriner was
M8C
fit to play second base again.
unfurni2 BEDROOM upsia ire
the "Phillies started making a
The second Meeting of the good run for it and actually
shed apartment. Available at
electrical
Junior
'4-H
Kirksey
once. Near emu* square. Phone
went ,into fait place. But then
March
M 10C project group was held on
1080.
Hamner cooled off and so did
1 at the home of their leader, the rest of the Phillies."
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax- Mrs. Kenneth Palmer.
Seven Clubs to Beat •
Dan Easley and Jerry Parker,
ers, orbital ganders, vacuums,
Once again, Haney insisted his
first
electheir
taking
who
are
lawn rollers. Searles Hardware,
Braves had "seven clubs to beat."
measures
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142. trical project, studied
"Most people think'I'm a
-and terms of electricity and phoney when I say that, but
•e a home survey of electrieal
provet-i-Ft-lfruee' 1W
the recce
equipment. . explained. "Just look at out'
FURNISHED APT. Private enThose present in "the second
trance arid private bath. Mrs. year group were Michael Rose, race last year.
"On July 31 we were in first
Fred McClure, 300 Wouditantert. Jimmy Anderson, Gary Ezell,
half game over St.
MIOP Michael Palmer and Hugh Out- place by a
Louis. Brooklyn was only a
pin-up
land, • whe is making
game' out, Philadelphia three-lamp. They studied heating eleand-half and Cincinnati four. On
ments and electric motors.
Auguset 15, we were leading by
Larry Blakely is doing a woodeight-and-a-half games.
work .project with this group.
"Now look what happened. In
Leeroy Gamble was a visitor at
that period the Dodgers won
the meeting.
six and lost 10, the Redlegs and
All boys are asked to have Phillies each won four while
their 'materials for each project
losing 10 aro, the Cardianls won
at the next meeting which will
four while losing 11. Most of
be Saturday, March 8 at 8:30 those losses were because the
a.m.
Giants and Cubs got their hot
streaks.
ACHIEVEMENTS REPORTED
"It could have been us playing
the Giants and the Cubs instead
--Communist ChiTOKYO
of those other fellows. That's
na reported today it has "in the what I mean when I say you
main. teargsleted with Soviet as- have seven other clubs et' beat.eisearice" a 7.000 kirloweat scenic
But Haney thinks his team
rtyaotur, -the tnggegt in Asia," has a good chance to do it
and a 2.5.000,0OD volt cyclotron. because cif "pitching depth."
The New China News Agency
Behind the Starters
disclosed the intformtation in a
"Look at it this way." he
The most lucious thing to come receirt on Comenureet Chinese explained. "I have three fine
from Italy since spaghetti is achievements in science during starters in Lew Burdette, Bob
1951. It aleo reported discovery Buhl and Warren Spahn. Now
Gina Lollobrigidia, and the best
Hollyif new deposits of rich coal, most of the other clubs have
thriller to come from
iron ere, oil, manganese, copper. three starting pitchers just as
is "THE HUNCHBACK
wood
lead, Z1OC, aluminum and moly- good.
OF NOTRE DAME" starting at
bdenum.
"But behind my three I hive
the Varsity Theatre Sunday.
•
LAST: Dental braces. Wire and
pin lumte. ReWilibles bridge
without teeth. Rewrard. Phone
1765-J,
Tlenc

1* •

'

Kirktey Junior

rk-r

a redhead - all immaculately.
dressed, coiffured and made up rounded out the party. Rounded
out Is the correct expression:
they must have helped pour each
other Into those dresees.
The guy with the maroon
jacket was the center of attention; It was pretty easy to see
who was going to pick tip the
tab. The barkeep standing opposite me looked like a friendly
type. And he wa.sn't busy. I
ordered a fresh drink. While he
was making it, I said, "Who's
the guy giving the big partythe party with all the (lamest?"
The bartender took a swipe at
Pits already spotless bar with a

KOHLeR FIREWORKS - In the vitriolic hearings into the
long-drawn strike against the Kohler Company of Sheboygan,
Wis.,. before. the Senate rackets committee, UAW counsel JOe
seph L. Rauh, Jr., (right) storms up-to the committee table
.following t charge by Kohler counsel Lyman Conger (left)
that UAW Secretary-Treasurer Emil Matey threatened him,
using foul latiguage. Rauh, reprimanded by the committee, admitted the incident but blamed it on Conger's admission he
(International Soundphoto)
had spies following Marcy.

MAN OR WOMAN WANTED
TO TAKE OVER CANDY DISTRIBUTORSHIP TO CHAIN OF RETAIL ACCOUNTS
We are looking for a reliable person in this area and other
towns within the territory who is capable of handling a candy
route and will give accounts prompt service. The man or
weman selected will find this a highly profitable operation
which can be handled in their SPARE TIME. (NO SELLING)
or (SOLICITING). We establish your accounts for you. Larger territory available for prosperous full time business. Experience not necessary. If you are sincerely interested in
handling this 'territory and running a business of your own,
we want to hear from you. A small investment required. For
personal intervieW write. ge ing telephone number:

COLE AND COMPANY
401 Central Building
Topeka, Kansas

by Ernie Bushmillsr

NANCY

////,

//

GLASS &
CHINA

DON'T
BE 50

BUT I
DON'T

WANT
A JOB

wings. She wore tiny castanets
on her tinge's. She pounded the

boards with her heels, clicked the
castanets and whirled and looked
madder than ever. Every girl
flamenco dancer eve ever seen
looks mad. I guess it's part of the
ant.
I looked around the room. Most
bans at 2:30 a.m, just as I promof the tables were occupied by
ised I would."
It was impossible to miss the single couples. There was only
gloating expression that passed one rat live party in the room.
And, from all the attention they
across his face.
"At 2 30, Mr. Dolan?" he were getting from two waiters,
it was the only free-wheeling
wheezed.
And look. If you party in the room.
"At 2:30.
still think it's necessary to keep
This party was at a big table
an eye on me till then, why don't close to the center of the stage.
you-Join me? Have a steak. And A dark, distinguished looking
then we'll go drop a few bunks man of fifty or fifty-five was at
at jaidesi. Get Marta on the one end of the table. De wore a
phone and give her the pitch."
maroon silk dinner Jacket Two
"That won't be necessary, Mr. bottle* of champagne were in
Dolan," he said. He stood.
buckets of ice on the floor beside
"You're satisfied? No more him. Three other men in white
evening?"
tailing this
dinner jackets-younger men -"I RM satisfied." He favored were In the party. And four gorme with a_ smile. "N.o more tail- geous babes - three blondes and

ingeas you easy, Mr. Dolan."
He left me.
• • •
I didn't caenea ticket at the
jaealat fronton until the tenth
and lest game. And then I cashed
two. Two good ones. I won a
two beck 1-3 overlena that paid
seventy-eight fifty and I had ten
becks on humber 8, the grinner, a
bespectacled and wiry little
Basque who went In at eight-toone, covered the court like an
educated Jack rabbit and won
hands down. I picked up and
pocketed the one fifty-eight fifty
and left the fronton fifty or sixty
bucks Heber than I'd come In.
Marta's last show--or her part
in the last show-started, the'd

I

DEAD STOCK removed free
Radio dispattned truck*. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
ccliect, Mayfield 433, Union City
A7C
1308.
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Braves Will
Be Improved
Team, Haney
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WORLD'S ONLY
TIN.LY AUTOMATIC CLEANER

I

TYPEWRITER, second hand, in
good condition. Phone 136-W.
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AMERICANS SWEEP

Ike

Answer.to.Vestordav's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

•

HIGHEST BIDDER will receive
equipped 10
this completely
stool portable restaurant. Sealed
bids will be taken until 12:00
noon Mardh 14 at 203 Guthrie
Building, Paducah, Ky. For details call John M. Smith Jr.,
MI(W
2-1656 Paducah,

tor eau day, eileslaseat MI 17 weeds tee SIM - Ile per Weed", VIM *aye. Classified ads are payable In advancer.
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LAZY--

BUT /AY
FRIENDS CALL
ME

I GUESS YOU'LL
DO— WHAT'S
YOUR SktkME ?

CLUMSY')

GO IN
AND
APPLY

-

by Raeburn Van Brss

ABBlE an' SLATS

115 A STRANGE
BUT DOESN'T LOOKtiG AT
THE MOON MAKE YOU MEL SORT
OF - WELL, FUNNY AFTER
WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU

WHY, CHARLIE

THING, SUE-I'M KIND C
GLAD I NEVER REALLY
DfD GET TO -THE
MOO N

CHARLIE -IN YOUR
. OWN ODD WAYYOU'RE
WONDERFUL;

BECAUSE

WONDERING
WHAT'S UP THERE
IS A LOT MORE

FUN...

,
•""ez-,(

00.01110ii

LIL' ABNER

Iva

towel. Then he put my drink iri
front of me. "You oughts read
the papers, Mac. That's the guy
who had, for eight years, maybe,
one of the sweetest Jobs in the

by Al Capp

e

.1.
VO-IEN VIDF-ALL GOT TRAPPIA) MI
THISOLE MUD MUSHROOM MINE.,
MADE TIA'SMART DECISION!!
'JO'PREFERRED TO SHREWDLY
DIE O'STARVAISHUN —

'STEAD CYEATINTH'
vl"FORBIDDEN FRUIT,
,
AN'TAKIN'TH'-s'4up0rFtr
OCINSECUENCES —L-LIKE
AH
TAP'
-ree

That's R a m e z. Mac,
of the soRepublic
of Coronado,
called
down in South America. I know
you heard of the place and I
know you heard of Hamra."
I nodded. "They canoed hIrri
down there a couple of years
world.

MAMeg-ex-strongman

after 1. I went across the lobby
"Follow him."
"But I have not been following and into the Clulf Stream Room.,
There were plenty of empty
you, Mr. Dolan."
I grinned at him. I was en- tables. The Gulf Stream Rasta
joying myself. Marta had me it would seem, was not the most ago."
This
tagged as a real easy mark and popular night spot on theEteach.

I sat at the bar and ordered ing.
I wanted her to' keep on believing
it until I pulled the string. 1 bourbon over ice. A ventriloquist

was going to be Interest(To Bs

1112
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WOMEN'S PAGE
1..ochic Landolt, Editor
Dinner Party Given
Thursday Honoring
Carolyn .11elugin

Irdllibei

aeh News

T•lophoe• 168.5

‘TT'RDAY -

Fashionable
To Dislike
Godfrey:

raw.
Actiyidas

8, ll9;IR

WANTED BY THE FB

By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press State Correspondent
NEW YORK ee ---It is rashtenable nowadays to distike ArSaturday, Minh 8
thur Godfrey, but I _must admit
lass, 1307 Olive Street, at
7:00
"ehe We've:keen Circle eitinters
'The
_ Create eau& -Okaye here_hgne5 MY critic's_
in 'de • evenkng.
A dinner parer vas given in
will meet in the home of Mrs. licenise--thet
vne meet at 1:30 in the afterI rather nehoy Mae
• ••• __
honer of bride -to-Carolyn
J. T. Wallet at 2:30 ih the a
eln the WOW Halle
Godfrey is no tinier much of
The Bethany Clam of the First
clue,.re lieureday evening.
•0
noon.
a
thunder - maker in the TV
Baptist Church well me-et in the
March 6. at 6:00 in the home
'Sea
The Captain Wendeft Oury
world. His
Weineeciay
home of Mrs. Wells Purdon
of Mrs. George Hart by Mrs.
night.
a,
chapter of the DAR will meet
GEORGE EDWARD COLE
Thurs
"Friends" show has fizzled. Hts
day, March 13
North 10th Street, at 7:00
Hart and Mrs. Gene Landon:.
In
at 2:30 in the afternoen. HosThe Supreme Forest Wood- CBS-TV morning show
A complasn( WOG filed bc?ara a
tee even:.
his a
men Circle will meet in the floating family and just
Guests were seated at card tesses are Min Canine Beale
United States Commissioner at Sae
• • ••
gurgles
Women
and
Fraocisc
-Mrs. Mary Russell Williams.
's Club Houee at 7:30 in thong in antemeridian obscurtty.
a Calif.. on January 9 1931.
tables and &rung table. T ti e
The &gnu Departmers of - the
charging George Edward Cole with vio••• •
the evening.
His Mtindely night "Talent
nsein table ; was centered with
Murray Woman's Cub will meet
lation
the Unlawful flight to Avoid'
of
.•
o
••
a white and teak bride's cakeScouts" has pooped out in the
Monday. March 10
at 7:30 in the evening. Gun*
hosecortsoo Statute in that he fled from
The Murray Wentan's Club rwengs race, although
topped with a t.ny bricial bouThe Euzenan Class et :he speaker w-.11
State
the
of California to avoid prosethere are
be Dr. B. J. Till- will have
Its general meeting efforts afoot at CBS-TV to requet. A sever wedding bell teed Fine Beeciet (hutch well meet man. }hoste
cohost otter allegedly murdering a
sses are Mesdames this
police °laws,.
afternoon at 3:00 at the juice it with prizes and bigger
with wente SatIn treamers
hung in the herne of Mrs. Ils Doug- Glenn Pace, Bennie &miner*, club house.
Cole is described as follows: torn,
production.
from the chandelier with
_
Castle Parker, and Rex Alex=
ends
March 24. 1927, Philadelphia, Pa.
••••
Peputarity, however, has nevof the streamers gracefully tapsnider.
Kayla feet inch, *eight, 160 to
er , been men of an index of
ering to points on the table.
- The Mottle Belle Hayes _circle
ill pounds. Build. medium. Hair,
worth. And I euspect. in Abe
A• 14444.4. Eyes. noes. Coln
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Miss lir-cruse-i-s was attired in,
case
of Godfrey. many viewers 0.00111, sited MST. Rocs, white. Nomeet in the smite hall at
red and white silk off - -the 710
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y American. Occupations: bus
have fallen away from him bein the evening.
SPRI140 IS COMINOI-Flowers and youngsters' smiles signal
diiver, track driver, typist. Scars and
slue:elder neck-tail dress by Susty
Grew 141 of the Firs* Chriscause they contuse Godfrey-the•
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snorts: pet scar on outside corner of
the approach of Spring. These juniors are getting ready for the
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tian Church's CeeF met in the
perfumer with Godfrey - tie right eye. small cut scar on inside of
41st International Flower Show at the New York Coliseum,
church pa der Thursday einnin
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Carnation corsages were pre- March
March 9-15. They are (L to r.): Kathleen Fischer, 5, junior
6 at 8:00. Mrs. Don" Hall
email heart and nooses - Moen- and
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